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Sum.m.er
colllm.encem.ent
canceled
Aaron Baker
Staf f Reporter

ji m Kol ar

Taking a tumble
One JCU gladiator falls out of competition during Friday's Homecoming
cookou ·
w
···

picnic. A bungee IU'l

John Carroll students graduating in the summer will
now have to do so without commencement ceremonies
because the practice of summer commencement will be
discontinued.
The announcement came last week after Rev. joh n J
Shea, SJ., consulted with the vice presidents, dea ns and
the cha irperson of the Facu lty Forum.
Accord mg to Shea, "T he lack of attendance of faculty,
only about 40, and the lack of trustees, only about three,
that have attended commencement over the past couple
years make the commencement look rather ridiculous in
terms of what a commencement !ceremony]should be for
a university."
He added that only about 30 people received undergraduate degrees this past summer, a number that has
been decreasing over the years.
Additiona ll y, "very few universities have more than
one commencement," Shea said. Summer commencement ceremonies were reinstituted atJCU in 1981.
In a memo to the university community, Shea said "All
undergraduate and graduate s tudents will be entitled to
attend commencement ceremo nies the following year"
"\Summe r gr ad uates\ work
.

.

.

JUSt

as h a rd as everybody

"Graduation means as much to them as everybody who
graduates in May."
"If attendance in recent years is any mdication of enthusiasm for the summer commencement among the university community, it should not be too great a loss except
to some of the summer graduates," Shea said in his memo.
"lt is our hope that they will be understanding."
So fa r, some students have not been understanding.
j unior Billy Hoff rna n said, "Bei ng that I could graduate
begin Oct. 24. Members will rotate between the jobs of clerk and mediator and in the summer, I think there should be something done for
the students who graduate during the summer session.
will serve on the board without pay.
Residents or JCU students who have a There's no need to cancel [summer commencement] just
problem they would like the board to because attendance isn't where they think it should be."
"It would be nice to go through your commencement
handle can call the mediation hotline to
before you go out to get a job," said senior Brad Wilson.
be implemented soon.
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- -- - - - - - - - - - ,

Settling Differences

University and city create mediation board
Jim Gorey
Staff Reporter
Residents who are angered or irritated by loud ,ove rcrowded parties
in their neighborhood now have another route to take besides calling
the cops: a new mediation board consis ting of john Carroll students and
University Heights residents to discuss problems.
Students upset with "unfair" landlord decisions can take their problems to the new mediation board as
well and possi bl y settle their dispute.
Whatever the case may be, both
JCUstudentsa nd University Heights
residents will have the opportunity
to clear up disagreements in an inform al, out-of -coun hearing to be
held at a neutral location.
Chris Ke rr, JCU sophomore and
St ud ent Unio n director of co mmunit y affairs in charge of organizing
the mediation board, said that the
board was created because "there is
obvious tension between the city of
University Heights and the s tudent
residents."
"The goal was to try to clear up
some of these tensions by mediation,
in a manner that is not legal," Kerr
said.
The mediation board is made up
of twojohnCarroll students and one
alternate selected by the Student
Union , and two University Heights
residents selected by the mayor, Beryl
E. Rothschild .
Together, the students and residenrs will look towards encouraging
dialogue between the two parties in-

volved in a dispute.
Targets of the board will be students and residents, as well as students and their landlords who have
housing-related problems, Kerr said.
However, laws pertaining to housing ordinances will not be handled
by the mediation boa rd.
Student violations of housing
laws will continue to be handled
by the municipal court system.
Other possible issues forthe board
include parking problems and offcampus parties.
junior RobbGiam brone, the alternate student on the mediation
board, said he is "very optimistic
that[ the board]will help, if people
use it."
The board hastheapprovaland
cooperation of the ci ty and John
Ca rroll, but neither is allowed to
partici pate nor oversee the mediation meetings.
Kerr and Student Union President Chris Bea to have been cultivating the idea of a mediation
board with University Heights
Mayor Beryl E. Rothschild since
this past summer, though a mention of one surfaced during the
city's authorization of new housing ordinances last year.
Before the board formally starts
to hear complaints, members will
be attending a trainingsession that
will funherex plain the mediation
process.
The members will complete
their training by Oct. 23, so technically, mediation of disputes can

.

A Royal Ride

Newly crowned Homecoming King and Queen, Scott Puffer and Pam Jimison,
take a victory lap around the field at Saturday's football game.
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Freshmen class election results

Denise Glaros
Tom O'Konowitz
Ed Klein

President
* Willicm Parr (176)

*Michael Bogdan (191)
Holly~ghes (155)

Brian Sinchak (169)

Vice President

0 C

*Julie Schwing (21.4)
Georgi anna Ata {127)

*lisa Coholich (21.9)

S

ators

*Yen Luong (243)

* Bill Rabel (243)

tfRMi¥1ii
Nicohole Glamos (186)

Larry Rely (168)

OffC

Molly Toussant (153)

t

S

• .Jalet Bastawros (237)
* carrie-Kon:lrat (288)

• denotes wlnner(s)

Lawyer provides legal tips for student groups
dors and whether to rent a hall, or
hire a speaker, individuals are
Staff Reporter
placing themselves and their orUnderage drinking became the
ganizations in positions to possitop1c of yet anotherdiscusswn at
bly be held liable, Gross said.
John Carroll Un iversity as Sr.
Before signing any contracts,
Joann Gross,OSU,legal counsel to
studentorganizationsare urged to
the university, met with orgamzareview them with Lisa Heckman,
tion leaders last Tuesday to highdirector
of student activitieS.
light the legal ramifications of
Courtney Kaezyk, sophomore
underage drink1ng.
class secretary, said "she [Gross]
Us1ng the recent alcohol poi was very he! pf ul, she provided us
soning death of MIT freshman
with a release form," for the trip to
Scott Kruegerasan example,Gross
Toronto.
noted the potential liabilities of
As a lawyer for ll years, previserving alcohol to minors. She
ously with Ursuline College and
1 --~...-~=~=~--------------~!!!!!!!l!!~~t-···~~8Western Reserve University,
"
ross said , "J l1ke to p ra c t ice preventive law."
As pan of that "preventive law,"
Gross would like to educate individuals acting on behalf of the
university about the potential liabilities of their actions.
"We need todosomerisk managemem," she said, because "the
university cou ld conceiva bly be
held I iable."

Ed Klein

SU approves Homecoming
bill by phone

cited, though , that liabilities can
affect individuals, organizations,
and the whole university
Gross said that she "wouldn't
be surprised i[ lawyers representing the! Krueger] family soon contacted the leaders of the f raternity."
In addition toreviewingdrinkmgaccountability, Gross also discussed the potential liabilities
with comract agreements.
Many student organizations
and university departments contract services with outside ven-

DO YOU ENJOY USING

MATH AND COMPUTERS

The Carroll News
The Student Union by-laws reqUire the Senate to vote on a 11 financial appropriations that exceed $2 ,000 W ith this comes
majority opiniOn , public debate
and questions and a check on executives makingdectsions in val ving such large sums of money.
This procedure was nor followed when itcametopaymentof
th is year's Homecoming bill,
which exceeded $11,000.
Rather than presenting a bill
to the Senate to app rove this expenditure, Student Union executives decided to soli cit senators'
votes by phone.
Vice Presidem Barry MacE mee
pointed out in Tuesday's Student
Union meeting, this act was not
following the "spirit" of the Student Union.
Results of this vote were neither included in this week's Student Union mi nutes, the general
announcementsof themeet[ng,or
the executive reports.
lt was not until Sophomore
Senator Patrick Scan lan voiced his
concern at the meeting with the
way the vote was handled that the
issue came to light At that point,
SU executives respond ed.
MacEnreesaid that because the
fina l figures from the Sheraton
City Centre had not come in on
time, a bill of the Homecoming
finances could not be drawn up
for the Senate to vote on at the
meeting.
He added that the reaso n fo r
Sherawn 's delay with the figures
was a result of the Student Union 's
decision to extend the deadlinefor

Homecoming bids
"We extended the deadline so
as not to shut anybody out of the
dance," MacEntee said.
The executive officers waited
until late last Wednesday night to
conduct a "phone vote" in which
they called as many senators as
possible [n an effort to pass the
appropriations bilL Although
they were not able to get [n touch
with all of the senators, they
reached majority approval to pass
the bilL
Scan lan , 'a senator not contacted because majority was already reached ,said he"would have
liked to have been involved in the
process."
"But looking back, I understand
that the principle had to be broken because there were extenuating circumstances - there would
not have been a Homecoming."
While these executive officers
declared that they followed procedure,nothingiswritten in the Student Un ion Handbook about how
to pass a bi II outside of a meeting.
"Nothing says it's illegal," said
Chief jus ti ce Kevin Filiatraut
However, Filiatraut could not cite
a rule that says it is legaL
"We followed the procedure for
a voice vote as it has been done in
the past," Filiatraut said .
A"voice vote," however, is a procedure that is not listed in the Student Union Handbook
Chris Beato, SU president, said,
"we weren 't trying to pull anything off on anybody," and "once
we explained to the senators what
happened, they realized the urge ncy ot th e Situa tion ."
"The numbers will definitely
be there in advance fortheChristmas Formal," Beato said.

TO SOLVE THE PROBLEMS OF
BUSINESS AND SOCIETY?

• Are You Interested in a High-Paymg, Secure and
Challenging Career?

• Would You Like to Be Enrolled in aProgram that·
Consistently Leads to Job Placement?
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TELLER
OPEN HOUSE
Thursday, October 9,
1997
BE OUR GUEST...
.Go ro schooL Be a parent . Coach

.

OPEN HOUSE
Department of Operations Research
and Operations Management
Weatherhead School ofManagement
Case Western Reserve University
Cleveland, Ohio 44106
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1997
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FBI arrests
three spies
The Federal Bureau of Investigation arrested three Americans
Saturday who allegedly spied for
the East Germans in the l970sand
1980s.
Forth ree years the FB1has been
investigating Kurt Stand, Theresa
Squillacote and Michael Clark ,
who now face life sentences if convicted of espionage.
Stand was first recruited by
East Germany in l972,and he met
Squillacote a nd Clark at the University of Wisconsin- Milwaukee,
recruiting them as spies in the mid
to late 1970s.
Clark prov ided East Germany
with classified government documents given to him by two US
State Department employees [n
the 1980s.
Clark was caught when he told
undercover FBI investigato rs that
he obtained classified documents
concerning Eastern Europe and
Russia from friends in the U.S.
State Department.
When Germany reunified in
1990,Sta nd and his cohonssought
to spy for the Soviet Union through
their East German handler, Lothar
Harri Ziemer. Ziemer was arrested in 1992, charged by Germany with spying for Russia.
Squillaeote then sought to spy
fort he Communist party in South
Africa. but skeptical South African officia ls told rhe United States
of Sta nd'soffer. The FBlthen posed
asSout h Africans in a sting operation, payingSquillacote $3,000 for
several secret Defense Department
and CIA documents.
he thr a g
motivated by ideology. not cash,
said FBI officials. However, during one four year period, the East
Germans paid Stand, Squillacote
and Clark more than $40,000.
Squillacote told an undercover
agent she spied o n the United
States to "support the progressive
and anti-imper ia list movement."

Reagan's
Alzheimer's
worsens

FirstMerit
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Five years ago, mental status
reports indica ted that former
President Ronald Reagan was suffering from Alzheimer's disease.
H1s doctors told the New York
Times that Reagan is now in the
middle stages of the disease, and
most days he can only recognize
the face of his wife, Nancy
Once known for his persuasive
and c harism atic speaking style,
Reagan now s peaks in shon
phrases, and does not recognize
why people greet him enthusiastically, with req uests for photos.
Reagan, now 86,still goes to his
office in Century City, California,
and he participates in leisure ac tivi ties he enjoyed while he was
president, such as golf.
Reagan's White House doctors
cla im he showed no signs of the
neurological disease while he was
president for eight years. Doctors
said his tendency to forget things,
specifical ly names was traced
back to as early as 1967, when he
served as governor of California.

Stories were compiled by Sara
Buss, Assistant World News Editor
with tltt: a1d of synd1cated sources:
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Bishops encourage acceptance of gay children
The US Catholic Bishops released a letter toCathohc parents
last week that encouraged them to
accept their gay children. The
bishops acknowledged that homosexuality is not freely chosen.
The bishops recognized the

awkward position parems of gay
children are in because of the
church's teaching regarding the
immorality of homosexual acts.
The pastoral letter told parents
to keep lines of communication
open, while encouraging their gay

children to lead a chaste life.
While the Cathohc Church still
views sexual relations between
homosexuals as immoral, the
bishop's letter titled, "Always Our
Children," pushed for parents to
support theirch ildren, stating that

God loves all people regardless
of sexual orientation.
•All in all, it is essential torecall one basic truth: God loves
every person as a unique individua l," said the bishops.

-Sara E. Buss
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Freshmen dass election results
Treasurer
* Michael Bogdan (191)

* Willi em Parr {176)

Holly 1-l.Jghes (155)

Brian Sinchak (169)

Se ators

Vice President

0 C

*Julie Schwing (214)
Georgiama Ata (127)

*Lisa Coholich (219)
*Yen Luong (243)
* Bill Rabel (243)
Larry Fiely {168)

pmma
Nfcohote

Glcn10s (186)
Molly Toussant (153)

OffC

Se at r

• .Jcrlet Bastawros (237)

* Canie.Kondrat (286)

• denotes wlnner(s)

Lawyer provides legal tips for student groups
Ed Klein
Staff Reporter
Underagedrin king became the
10p1c of yet another discussion at
John Carroll University as Sr.
joann Gross, OSU, legal counsel to
the university, met with organization leaders last Tuesday to highlight the legal ramifications of
underage drinking.
Us ing the recent alcohol poi somng death of MIT freshman
Scott K ruegcr a san exam pie, Gross
noted the potential liabilities of
servwg alcohol to minors. She

cited, though, that liabilities can
affect individuals, organizations,
and the whole un iversity
Gross said that she "wouldn't
be surprised if lawyers representing the !Krueger] family soon contacted the leaders of the f raternity."
In addition toreviewingdrinkingaccountability, Gross also disc ussed th e potent ial liabili ties
with contract agreements.
Many student organizations
and university departments contract services with outside ven-

I

dors and w hether to rent a hall, or
hire a speaker, individuals are
placing themselves and their organizations in positions to possi bly be held liable, Gross said.
Before signing any contracts,
studentorganizationsare urged to
review them with Lisa Heckman ,
director of student activities.
Courtney Kaezyk, sophomore
class secretary, said "she [Gross]
was very helpful, she provided us
with a release form," for the trip to
Toronto
As a lawyer for ll years, previously with Ursuline Coll ege and

Weslern Reserve University,
/II!""'-~-~~~~=~---------------=l!!!!-=IJ!t-•~~~
ross sa i . lli e ro practice preventive law."
As part of that "preventive law,"
Gross would like to ed ucate individuals acting on behalf of the
university abo ut the potential liabilities of their actions.
"We need to do some risk management," she said. because "the
university could conceivably be
held liable."
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Denise Glaros
Tom O'Konowitz
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The Carroll News
The Student Union by-laws require the Senate to vote on all financial appropnations that exceed $2,000. With this comes
maJori ty opm10n, public debate
and questions and a check on executives making decisions in volving such large sums of money.
This procedure was not followed when itcametopayme nt of
this year's Homecom ing bill ,
which exceeded $11,000.
Rather than presenting a bill
to the Senate to approve this expenditure, St udent Union executives decided to solicit senators'
votes by phone.
Vice President Ba rry MacE mee
pointed out in Tuesday's Student
Union meeting, this act was not
following the "spiri t" of the Student Union.
Results of this vote were neither included in this week's Student Union minutes, the general
announceme nts of the meeting, or
the executive reports.
It was not until Sophomore
Senator Patrick Scanlan vo iced his
concern at the meeting with the
way the vote was handled that the
issue came to light. At that point,
SU executives responded.
MacEnteesaidthat because the
final figures from the Sheraton
City Centre had not come in on
time , a bill of the Homecoming
finances could not be drawn up
for the Se nate to vote on at the

meeting.
He added that the reason for
Sheraton's delay with the figures
was a resultoftheStudentUnion's
decision to extend thedeadlinefor

Homecoming btds.
"We extended the deadhne so
as not to shut anybody out of the
dance," MacEntee said.
The executive officers waited
unti l late last Wednesday night to
conduct a "phone vote" in which
they ca lied as rna n y senators as
possible in an effort to pass the
appropriations bilL Although
they were not able to get m touch
with all of the senators, they
reached majorityapprovalto pass
the bill.
Scanlan, ·a senator not contacted because majority was already reached ,said he"would have
liked 10 have been involved in the
process.'
"But looking back,I understand
that the principle had to be broken because there were extenuating circumstances - there would
not have been a Homecoming"
While these executive officers
declared that they followed procedure, nothi ng is written in the Student Union Handbook about how
to pass a bill outside of a meeting
"Nothing says it's illegal," satd
Chief Justice Kevin Filiatraut.
However, Fili atra ut could not cite
a rule that says it is legal.
"We foll owed the procedure for
a voice vote as it has been done in
the past," Filiatraut said .
A "voice vote," howeve r, is a proced ure that is not listed in the Student U nion Handbook.
Chris Beato, SU president, said,
"we weren't trying to pull anything off on anybody," and "once
we explained to the senators what
happened, they realized the urgency ol the situation."
"The numbers will definitely
be there in ad va nee for the Christmas Formal," Beato said.
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FBI arrests
three spies
The Federal Bureau of Investi gation arrested three Americans
Saturday who allegedly spied for
the East Germans in the l970sand
1980s.
For three years the FBl has been
investigating Kurt Stand, Theresa
Squi llacote and Michael Clark,
who now face life sentences if convicted of espionage.
Stand was first recruited by
East Ge rman y in l972,a nd he met
Squi llacote and Clark a t the Uni versity of Wisconsin- Milwaukee,
recruiting them as spies in the mid
to Ia te 1970s.
Cla rk provided East Germany
with classified government documents given to him by two U.S
State Department employees in
the 1980s.
Clark was caught when he told
undercover FBI investigators that
he obtained classified doc uments
concerning Eastern Europe and
Russia from fr iends in the U.S.
State Department.
When Germany reunified in
l990,Standand his cohorts sought
to spy for the Soviet Union through
their East German handler, Lothar
Harri Ziemer. Ziemer was arrested in 1992, charged by Germany with spying for Russia.
Squi llacote then sought to spy
for theCommunisr party in South
Africa, but skeptical South African officials told the United States
of Stand'soffer. The FBI then posed
as South Africans in astingoperation,payingSquillacote $3,000 for
several secret Defense Department
and CIA d ocume nts.
he thr
leg
w
motivated by ideology, not cash,
said FBI officials. However, during one four year period, the East
Germans paid Stand, Squillacote
and Clark more than $40,000.
Squillacote told an undercover
agent she spied on the United
States to "s upport the progressive
and an ti-imperialist movement."
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worsens
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F ive years ago, menta l sta tus
reports indicated that former
President Ronald Reagan wassuffe rmg from Alzheimer's disease.
His doctors told the New York
Times that Reagan is now in the
middle stages of the disease, and
most days he can only recognize
the face of his wife, Nancy.
Once known for his persuasive
and charismatic speaking style,
Reagan now speaks in short
phrases, and does not recogn ize
why people greet h im enthusiastically, with requests for photos.
Reagan, now 86, still goes to his
office in Cent ury City, California,
and he participates in leisure activities he enjoyed while he was
president, such as golf.
Reagan's White House doctors
claim he showed no signs of the
neurological di sease while he was
president for e ight years. Doctors
said his tendency to forget things,
specifically names was traced
back to as early as 1967, when he
served as governor of California.

Stories were compiled by Sara
Buss. Assist a r1t World News Editor:
with the aid of synd1cated sources:
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Bishops encourage acceptance of gay children
The U.S. Catholic Bishops released a letter to Catholic parents
last week that encouraged them to
accept their gay children. The
bishops acknowledged that homosexuality is not freely chosen.
The btshops recognized the

awkward position parents of gay
children are in because of the
church's reaching regarding the
immorality of homosexual acts.
The pastoral letter told parents
to keep lines of communication
open, while encouraging their gay

children to lead a chaste life.
While the Catholic Church still
views sexual relations between
homosexuals as tmmoral, the
bishop's letter titled, "A Iways Our
Children," pushed for parents to
support theirchildren,stating that

God loves all people regardless
of sexual or ientation.
· All in all, it is essential torecall one basic truth: God loves
every person as a unique individual," said the bishops.

-Sara E. Buss
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Tracing
El Nifio

World News Etlltor
Shorts, sun dresses and tank tops in
October? This past weekjohn Carroll students and people across the Midwest have
been donni ng summer clothes and enjoying the sun. Meteorologists ac ross the
count ry are speculating that it's not just a
freak warm spell. It's not eve n the effects
of what some refer to as "India n Sum mer."
According to WEW S-TVS Meteorologist
Brad Sussm a n, a nd
W OIO-TVl9 Chief
Meteorolog ist Carey
Coleman, it is El Nino.
El Nino, the phenomenon of sudden
warming of the tropical Pacific Ocean , 1s
undoubtedly underway. El Nino's cycle
lasts a pproxi rna tel y three to six years, with
the most intense period lasting approximately one year. From the latest data,
there is evidence that a strong El Nino
event is underway.
According to Sussman , El Ni no is "significam ly impacting us righ t now." T he
average tempe rature att his time of year is
usual\ y a high of 66 degrees a nd a low of
47 degrees. However, t his year's average is
lO to IS degrees above those temperatures.
The name El
Nino, Spanish for
"the boychild' or
the Christ child,
wascoi nedby Peru an h
n
ro descnbe a
change or shift in
ocea n circulation
off the coastline
that leads to poor
fishing.
The
changes ge nerally occurred in
the
w1nter
months. particularly 1n De ember. hence the associauon wll h
Chn tmas and
the Christ child.
Th1s year. the
effects of El N il'lo
are not just bemg
discovered 10 the

equatorial regions. but on a global scale. According to Coleman, The North Central U.S.
will be experiencing a warmerwimerdueto
El Nino.'
Coleman traced the chain of events of an
El Nino year as beginning when "trade winds
rha t normally blow from east to west across
the Pacific begin to break down.· As a result,
the bu lge of warm waterthatthe winds no rmally keep
bot tled up
near Indonesia return
toward
0 u t h
-Brad Sussman . America
.
The reason
w h y the winds break down is not understood at this time, said Coleman.
A Newsweek report o n an El Nino year
explai ns tha t warm ocean spots provide the
thermal energy that allows for evaporation
and thus cloud formation and storms. Since
much of the warm water moved from Indonesia, droughts moved into the area. Places
such as New Guinea and Australia are com pletely dry, and th reats of famine and cholera are beginning to become a reality.
On theothersideof the Pacific, near South

"El Nino is significantly
impacting us right now."

EARN STEADY $$$$
WITH f~~x•a~ 1-'tQU.a~
THE MAYFIELD
COUNTRY CLUB
NOW lURING FlJILAND PART TIME STAFF FOR
YEAR ROUND AND SEASONAL EMPWYMENT.
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Apply in person at:
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1545 Sheridan Road

South Eudid
381-0826
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America, a pool of warm water half as big
as the continental U.S. has moved in. As
winterapproaches,thejetstream that blows
across the Pacific from just off the China
coast intensifies. El Nino sh1fts the jet
stream north, as well as the ra ins. Fewer
storms reach the Amer ica n Nort hwest,
northern plains, Ohio Va \ley, mid- At \antic
states and Northeast. These regions are expected to have a warmer-than-norma l winte r with below-average snowfall.
El Nino'simpact doesnotstopthere. The
jet stream that starts near Hawaii moves
across southern Californ ia and into Arizona, the gulf states and into the Caroli nas.
Winter in these regions is expected to be
wetter and colder than normal.
Sin ce the location of warm spots in the
ocean affect the location of tropical storms,
pools of warm Pacific water from nea r Indonesia has shifted s torms that normally
occur in the western Pacific farthe r east,
closer to California. As a consequence, California could get hit wi th 50 percent m ore
tropica l storms than us ual.
A \ready, California is prepa ring for the
worst. In Los Angeles County, fire stations
have stockpiled a million sandbagsand are
holding tryouts for the eli te, 48-member
Swift Wate r Rescue
Team. Othercountiesa re
conducting eme rgency
drills and removing debris from stor m drains.
me cH1es are drawin g
up evacuation plans.
According to Lead
Forecaster for WMAQ
TVS in Ch icago Andy
Avalos, "We have o nly
recently been able to
study this Large scale
weather phenomenon .
We can forecast the development of El Nino,
but we can not forecast
the outcome."
Sophistica ted adva nceme nts in science
have allowed for the early
warningaboutthe forrhcoming of El Niflo. Seventy buoys d istri buted
across almost o ne th ird
of the globe in the tropical Pacific measure sea tempe ratureand winds, and com purer models of climate turn these readi ngs
in to pred ic tions rega rding the upcoming climate. Next month the
Federal Emergency Manage ment
Agency will hold a n El Ni no summit to discuss its possible impact
th roughout the United States.
Because the scie nti fic technological advance ments are so recent,
it is difficult to make the connection between the current weather
trends and the pheno menon of El
Nino. Avalos stated that the current warm weather trends "could
simply be climate variabil ity."
What is presently known is that
El Nino is a weather cycle tha t wi ll
inevitably occur, a nd probably has
been occurring for thousands of
years. According to Sussman, "The
last time weexperienced an El Nino
was 1n the early 1980's. Christmas
Day,l982,the temperat ure reached
65 degrees"
Avalos emphasized that El Nino
does present "cause for concern" He
added, "The potential [for a significam El Nino year! is there-research
needs to be continued."
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Starting in summer, a
huge surge of deep, cold
water slowly moves west
across the Pacific.

Surface water along the
Equator warms; by
Christmas, El Nifto
(Spanish name for the
Christ child) is well under
way.
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Achoo!
Emily Berdell
Staff Reporter

When the inev it able happens, and half
of 1he cam pus IS suffenng from the flu or a
similar ailment, even upperclassmen can
be seen entering the basement of Murphy
Hall -to get medical care from john Carroll University's Health Services.
"We all get sick because we 're all
bunched-in together We liVe, work, play
and ear together," sa1d Rose McHale, head
nurse of Health Services.
lt'sobvious that illness isalready ctrcula ting around ca mpus. Since the beginning of the semester, approximately 400
students have VISited the clime. Most report colds and sore throats. The reasons
behind the large number of students who
are already sick is largelydue to bad habits.
"Studems need to wash their hands.
That's the big thing. A !so, regular sleeping
hab1ts, a good diet and common sense will
help prevent illness," McHale said. She
added that when s tudents do not follow
these si m pie guide] ines, their immune systems are compromised and illness follows.
One of the most beneficial services the
clinic offers is the administration of flu
shots. A flu shot is basically a· dead flu
virus !hat builds up resistance to the flu.
While there may be a slight reaction to the
shot, such as a low grade temperature, the
side effects are minimal, especially when
the flu can mcapacitate someone for up to
two weeks. All students, faculty and staff
are eligible for the fl u shots. The shot cos ts
$10, and wi ll be ad m inistered on Oct. 2024 and 27-31, between 9:30 and 10:30 a.m.
Any JCU student, campus resident or
commuter, full-rime, weekend or graduate, in need of medical assistance may use

the Health Service
Clime. Most of the care
services provided are
free. There is a fee for
doctor's v1si!s, lab
work, allergy injections and physical .
These charges may be
put on the student's insurance. "It's only $30
to see the doctor, and
that's very reasonable.
A regular in-office
visn can cost twice as
much," McHale said.
Other services are
available to Ca rroll
t udents as well. The
cltnic performs blood
work and allergy injections and provides
health-wellness literature including informationon HIV testing.
Sick of being sick?: Carroll students have a choice, by
For students with
colds and other viral visiting Health Services.
infections, t he clinic
offers free over-the-counter medicauon, as tered nurses from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mond ay
well as free throat cultures. Additionally, through Friday and l p.m 10 5 p.m.onSaturthe Health ServiceClin1c offers free, confi- day and Sunday throughout the academ1c
dential psychological counseli ngfor all Car- year. Physiciansareon -site Monday through
Friday from 9:30-10:30 a.m. A Med-Center
roll students.
Records of all visits to Health Service are and Urgent Care Facility are located nearby,
st rictly confidentiaL Information about the and transportation to these fac ilties is pronature of illnesses is not given to anyone, vided for students who do not have their
including administration and family, with- own transportation. Walk-in-service is
out the consent of the student. In the event ava ilable dur ing the clinic hours on a firstof an emergency, Health Services will notify come, fi rst-serve basis.
"This service is convenient for students.
parents of the situation, pending consent of
And it's affordable. More students should
students over the age of 18.
Theelin ic is staffed by experienced regis- rake advantage of it," McHale sa1d.

]CU prof bikes to land oflO,OOO lakes
Monte Bell
Staff Reporter

Water warms air above it;
trade winds that normally
blow northeast.

ln t he modern age of the Concord,
Conrail, and the space shuttle At la ntis,
there are some w ho still enjoy the sim ple
ways to travel. Thomas Hayes, assistant
professor of English at Carroll, for example,
enjoys an old-fashioned mode of transportation-bicycling.
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North America's jet
stream winds shift
southward; weather
patternsnonnallymoved
along by the jet stream
are disrupted.

BNifiocontinues
to
distort
weather until the
following summer,when
coldwater flows back into
heated pacific area and
El Niflo ends.

bars," Hayes said. "Riding the bicycle for
this long distance, your body burns up a lot
of calories and you need this type of diet."
There were also dangers on the highway
for the Hayes brothers
"Bicycli ng on a long trip of l,ll6 miles to
Minnesota is nor all stopping and eati ng
junk food ," Hayes said.
He said that automobiles and semitruckswould try to see howclosetheycould
get to him and his brother In Iowa, for
example, a big semi-truck tried to scare him
off the road and then drove away blowing
its horn.
Hayes and h is brother
rode at night because
some of the towns they
went through had no hotels or motels in which to
spend the night.
Af rer l3 days, nearly
two weeks of traveling
the open road, the brothers arrived in Min nesota
a t last. T h ei r m o ther
came rushi ng out of the
house and embraced her
two sons as tears
strea med down her face,
according to Hayes.
Hayes said that h e and
his brot her did not stay
long in Min nesota. His
da ughter arrived from
Cleveland and drove her
dad back home. Hayes'
brother ca ught a plane
a nd went back to h is
home in Colorado.
Btcycling has become
a way of life for Hayes. He
and h is brmher plan to
take another adventu re
next summer-this time
all the way across the
country from Cleveland
to Colorado.

"Bicycling on a long trip
of 1.,1.1.6 miles to
Minnesota is not all
stopping and eating
junk food."

Elizabeth McGovern
Year: Sophomore
Major: Bus1ness
Zod iac Sign: Cancer
Dream Vacation: Rome. Italy
Sho e S ize: 7
W hat m odern woman do you
m o st a dmire?: Sarah Maclachlan.
She 1s talented, 1s not willing to s1ng
anyth1ng she doesn't feel or believe
is true, and worked hard to get
where she 1s today.
How would you d escribe yo u r
personal style: Reserved yet
spontaneous.
W hich musician would you
most like to spe nd the evenin1
with?: Davrd Grlmour from Pink
Floyd, because of h1s 1ngenrous
mus1cal ability and creat1v1ty.
What kind of pe rfume do you
wear?: RealitieS by Liz Cla.rbome
' iRIICnlnlll!.,..applil
Which Spice Girl do you most
relate to?: I'm not fond of them
Would you legalize
marijuana?: Yes. because the
more accessible someth1ng 1s the less
people will want it
Who is your all time favorite
teacher?: My th1rd grade teacher,
Mrs. Cento. We would put the
clock forward everyday and get out
five mrnutes early because she never
noticed.
Coke or Pepsi?: I don't dnnk pop.

Thomas Hayes

Womutoon <omfl'l<d by IVN DoF.....:o;
Photo by K.lue Junge~-

Great Cars for Low Dough

Thomas Hayes

1992 Mazda Miata - 53,000 miles, red convertible $7,500

Over thi s past s ummer, Hayes decided
to ride his bicycle from Cleveland to Minnesota, a tr ip of over one thousand miles.
Hayes said that he is "goofy" about bicycling and that he wa nted an adventure. He
said tha t he had been really into bicycling
ea rl ier in his li fe , but started ridi ng agai n
10 yea rs ago.
On j u ne 9, Hayes, joined by h is brother
Bria n, se1 out Jor Min nesota to visit their
mother. The brot hers rode for nine hours
eachday,coveringabour 85mi les. The trip
took them through heavy downpours and
five days of brutal, 90 degree temperatures
as t hey rode throug h Indiana.
Hayes IS quick to point out that he and
his brother did stop for food and rest.
"T he meals consisted mos tly of JUnk
food of Sn ickers and Milky Way candy

1991 Mazda Protege- 73K miles, auto. 4 door, blue $4,400
1993 Toyota Tercel- Low miles, 5 speed, 2 dr., nice car $4,850
1988 Toyota Tercel- 96K miles, runs great. Only $2,600

1984 Mercedes Benz-190 E, one owner, Gemm quality, $5,900
1984 BMW- 318i, 2 dr., silver, 88K miles $3,900

2950 Mayfield Rd.
Cleveland Heights

216-321-9100

TTL down with approved credit minimum 1 year
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Tracing
By Meag.-. Lynch
World News Editor
Shorts, sun dresses and tank tops in
October? This past weekjohn Carroll studentsand people across the Midwest have
been donning summer clot hes and enjoying the s u n. Meteorologists across the
country are speculating that it's not just a
freak warm spell. It's not even the efrects
of w hat some refertoas "Indian Summer."
According to WEWS-TV5 Meteorologist
Brad Suss ma n , a n d
WO IO-TV19 C hi ef
Meteorologist Carey
Coleman, it is El Nil'lo.
El Nino, the phenome no n of sudden
warming of the tropical Pacific Ocean, is
undoubtedly underway. El Nif'lo's cycle
lasts approximately three to six years, with
the most intense period lasting approximately one year. From the latest data,
there JS evidence that a strong El Nino
event is underway.
According to Sussma n, El Nir"'o is "significa m ly impacting us right now." The
average tempera lUre at t his t ime of year is
usually a high of 66 degrees and a low of
47 degrees. However, this year's average is
10 to 15 degrees above those tern peratures.
The name El
Nino, Spanish for
"the boy child" or
the Ch rist child,
was coined by Peru a h m n
10 describe a
changeorshif tin
ocea n circulation
off the coastline
that leads to poor
fishi n g.
The
changes generally occurred m
the
winter
months. particularly m December, he nee the association with
Chr1stma and
the Christ child.
Thts year. the
effects of El N 1flo
are not JUSt bemg
discovered tn the

equatorial regions. but on a global scale. According to Coleman, 'The NorthCentral U.S.
will be experiencing a warmerwinterdueto
El Nino.'
Coleman traced the chain of events of an
El N ir"'o year as beginning when "trade winds
that norma ll y blow from east to west across
the Pacific begin to break down ." As a result,
the bulge of warm watenhat the winds normally keep
bottled up
nea r Indonesia return
toward
0 u t h
- Brad Sussman America.
The reason
w h y the wi nds break dow n is not understood at this time, said Coleman.
A Newsweek report on an El Nii'lo year
explains that warm ocean spots provide tlie
thermal energy that allows for evaporation
and thus cloud formation and storms. Since
m uch of the wa r m water moved from Indonesia, dro ughts moved into the area. Places
suc h as New Guinea and Aust ralia are completely dry, and th reats of famine and cholera are beginning to become a rea lity.
On theothersideof thePacific,nearSouth

,,El Niiio is significantly
impacting us right now.w
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America, a pool of warm water half as big
as the continental U.S. has moved in. As
wimerapproaches, the jet stream that blows
across the Pacific from just off the China
coast intensifies. El Nino shifts the jet
stream north, as well as the rains. Fewer
storms reach the American Northwes t,
northern plai ns, Ohio Valley, mid-Atlantic
states and ortheast. These regions are expected to have a warmer-than-normal winte r with below-average snowfall.
El Nii'IO's impactdoesnotstopthere. The
jet stream that starts near Hawaii moves
across southern California and into Arizona, the gulf states and into the Carolinas.
Winter in these regions is expected to be
wetter and colder than normal.
Since the loca tion of warm spots in the
ocean affect the location of tropical storms,
pools of warm Pacific water from near Indonesia has shifted storms that normall y
occur in the western Pacific farther east,
closertoCa lifornia. As a consequence, California could get hit wit h 50 percent more
tropical storms than usual.
Already, California is preparing for the
worst. In Los Angeles County, fire stations
have stockpiled a million sandbags and are
hold ing tryouts for the elite, 48-member
Swift Wa ter Rescue
Team. Othercoumiesare
cond ucting emerge ncy
dri lls and removing debris from storm drains.
me citres are d ra wing
up evacuation plans.
Acco rding to Lead
Forecaster for WMAQ
TV5 in Chicago Andy
Avalos, "We have only
recent l y been able to
study th1s large scale
weather phenomenon.
We can forecast the development of El Nii'lo,
but we cannot forecast
the outcome."
Sophisticated advancements in scie nce
have a llowed forr heearly
warn ingabout thefort hcom ing of El Ni i'Jo. Seventy b uoys distributed
across a lmost one third
of the g lobe in the tropica l Pacific measure sea temperatureand winds,andcomputer models of climate turn these readings
into pred ictions regarding the upcomi ng climate. Next month the
Federal Emergency Ma nagement
Agency wi ll hold an El Niflo summit to discuss its possible impact
th roughout the United States.
Because the sc ientific technolog ical ad va nee men ts a reso recen t,
it is difficult to make the connection between the current weather
trends and the phenomenon of El
Nino. Avalos stated that the current wa rm weather trends "could
simply be climate va riability."
What is presently known is tha t
El Nino is a weather cycle that will
inevitably occur, and probably has
been occurring for thousands of
years. According to Sussman,"The
last timeweexperiencedan El Nii'lo
was in the early 1980's. Christmas
Day, I982,thetemperaturereached
65 degrees."
Avalos emphasized that El Nii'lo
does present "cause for concern." He
added, "The potentiallfor a significamEl ii'IOyearlisthere-research
needs to be continued."

El Nifio
a

Pacific
Ocean

Starting in summer, a
huge surge of deep, cold
water slowly moves west
across the Pacific.

Surface water along the
Equator warms; by
Christmas, El Nino
(Spanish name for the
Christ child) is well under
way.
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Achoo!

Em il y Berdell
Staff Reporter

When the mevitable happens, and half
oft he cam pus is suffermg from the flu or a
simdar aliment, even upperclassmen can
be seen entenng the basement of Murphy
Hall-to get medical care from john Carroll Unive rsity's Health ServiCes.
"We all get sick because we're all
bunched-In together We live, work, play
and eat together," satd Rose McHale, head
nurse of Health Services.
h'sobvious that illness is already circulating around campus. Since the beginning of the semester, app roximately 400
students have v1s1ted the clime. Most report colds and sore throats. The reasons
behtnd the large number of students who
are already sick is largely due to bad habits.
"Students need to wash their hands.
That's the big thing. Also, regular sleeping
habits, a good diet and common sense will
help prevent illness," McHale said. She
added that when students do not follow
thesesim pleguidelines, their immune systems are compromised and ill ness follows.
One of the most beneficial services the
clinic offers is the administration of flu
shots. A flu sho t is basically a dead flu
virus that builds up resistance to the flu.
While there may be a slight reaction to the
shot, such as a low grade tempe rature, the
side effects are minimal. especially when
the flu can incapacitate someone for up to
two weeks. All students, faculty and staff
are eligible fort he flu shots. The shot costs
$10, and will be ad ministered on Oct. 2024 and 27-31, between 9:30 and 10:30 a.m.
Any JCU student, campus resident or
commuter, full-lime, weekend or graduate, in need of medical asSIStance may use

the Health Service
Clime. Most of the care
services provided are
free. There is a fee for
doctor's vistts, lab
work, allergy injections and physicals.
These charges may be
put on the student's insurance. "It's only $30
ro see the doctor, and
that's very reasonable.
A regular in-office
visit can cost twice as
much," McHale said.
Other services are
available to Car roll
st udenrs as well. The
clinic performs blood
work and allergy injections and provides
health-we11ness literature including informationon HIV test mg.
Slckofbeing sick?: Carroll students have a choice, by
For students with
visiting Health Services.
colds and other viral
infections, the clime
offers free over-the-counter medication, as tered nurses from 9 am. to 5 p.m. Mo nday
well as free throat cultures. Additionally, through Fnday and I p.m. to5 p.m.on aturthe Health Service Clinic offers free, confi- day and Sunday throughout the academic
dential psychological counseling for a11 Car- year. Physicians are on-site Mondaythrough
Friday from 9:30-10:30 a.m. A Med-Cemer
roll students.
Records of all visits to Health Service are and Urgent Care Facility are located nearby,
strictlyconftdential. Information about the and transportation to these faci lt ies IS pronature of illnesses is not given to anyone, vided for students who do not have their
including administration and family, with- own transportatio n. Walk-in-service is
out the consent of the student. In the event available du ring the clime hours on a first
of an emergency, Health Services will notify come, first-serve basis.
"This service is convenient for students.
parents of the situation, pending consent of
And it's affordable. More students should
students over the age of 18.
Theelin ic issraffed by experienced regis- take advantage of it," McHale sa1d.

]CU prof bikes to land oflO,OOO lakes
Monte Bell
Staff Reporter

Water warms air above it;
trade winds thatnonnally
blow northeast

In the modern age of the Concord ,
Conrail, and the space s h uttle Atlantis,
there are some who still enjoy the simple
ways to travel. Thomas Hayes, assistant
professor of English at Carroll, for example,
en joys an old-fashioned mode of transportation-bicycling.
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North America's jet
stream winds shift
southward; weather
patternsnonnallymoved
along by the jet stream
are disrupted.
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ElNifiocontinues
to
distort
weather until the
following summer, when
coldwater flows backinto
heated pacific area and
El Nifto ends.

bars," Hayes said. "Riding the bicycle for
this long distance, your body burns up a lot
of calories and you need this type of diet."
Therewerealsodangers on the h ighway
for the Hayes brothers.
"Bicycling on a long tr ip of 1,116 miles to
Minnesota is not all stopping a nd ea ting
junk food," Hayes said.
He said that automobiles and semitrucks would try to see how close they could
get to him and his brother. In Iowa, for
example, a big semi-truck tried roscare him
off the road and then drove away blowing
its horn.
Hayes and his brother
rode at night because
some of the towns they
went through had no hotelsormotelsin which to
spend the night.
After l3 days. nearly
two weeks of traveling
the open road, the brothers arrived in Min nesota
a t last. T h eir mo ther
ca me rushi ng ou t of the
house a nd em braced her
two sons as tears
strea med down her face,
according to Hayes.
Hayes said that h e and
his brother did not stay
long in Minnesota. His
daugh te r arrived from
C leveland and d rove he r
dad back ho me. Hayes'
brother caught a plane
and went bac k to his
home in Colorado.
Bicycling has become
a way of lifefor Hayes. He
and his brother plan to
take another adventure
next summer-this time
a 11 the way across the
country from Cleveland
to Colorado.

"Bicycling on a long trip
of 1.,1.1.6 miles to
Minnesota is not all
stopping and eating
j unk food."
Thomas Hayes

Elizabeth McGovern
Year: Sophomore
Major: Bustness
Zodiac Sign: Cancer
Dream Vacation: Rome, Italy
S h oe Size: 7
What modern woman do you
m ost admi re?: Sarah Maclachlan.
She JS talented, ts not willing to sing
anyth1ng she doesn't feel or believe
is true, and worl<ed hard to get
where she 1s today.
How would you d escrib e your
personal style: Reserved yet
spontaneous.
Which musician would you
most like to spe nd t he e ve ning
wit h ?: Dav1d G1lmour from P1nk
Floyd, because or hiS Ingenious
mustcal ab1ltty and creat.Jvrty
What kind o f perfu me d o you
wear?: Realit1es by L1z Claiborne

Which Spice Girl do you most
relate to?: I'm not fond of them.
Would you legalize
marijuana?: Yes, because the
more accessible someth1ng ts the less
people will want it
Who is your all time favorite
teacher?: My third grade teacher,
Mrs. Cerito. We would put the
clock forward everyday and get out
fiVe minutes early because she never
noticed.
Coke or Pepsi?: I don't dnnk pop.
inl'om.-> cornp>l<:<f by IVN Of..,.;o,
Photo b) t::~t1e jungef'5.

Great Cars for Low Dough

Thomas Hayes
Ove r this past summer, Hayes decided
to ri de his bicycle from Cleveland to Minnesota, a trip of over one tho usa nd miles.
Hayes said that he is "goofy" about bicycling a nd that he wanted an adven ture. He
said that he had been really into bicycling
ea rlier in his life, but started riding again
lO yea rs ago.
On june 9, Hayes, joined by his brother
Brian, se t out for Minnesota to visit their
mother. The brot hers rode for mne ho urs
each day, covering about 85 miles. The mp
took them throug h heavy downpours and
five days of brutal, 90 degree tern perat ures
as they rode through Indiana.
Hayes is quick to point out that he and
his brother did stop for food and rest.
"The meals consisted mostly of junk
food of Snickers and Milky Way candy

1992 Mazda Miata - 53,000 miles, red convertible $7,500
1991 Mazda Protege- 73K miles, auto. 4 door, blue $4,400
1993 Toyota Tercel- Low miles, 5 speed, 2 dr., nice car $4,850
1988 Toyota Tercel- 96K miles, runs great. Only $2,600
1984 Mercedes Benz-190 E, one CMrer, Genna1 quality, $5,900
1984 BMW- 318i, 2 dr., silver, 88K miles $3,900

2950 Mayfield Rd.
Clevelcnt Heights

216-321-9100

TTL down with approved credit minimum 1 year
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"Rocketman" to blast off at

6

a theater near you

A mystery movie screenmg is takmg place
tonight at 7:30. It is presented by Amstel Light,
the Telluride Film Festival and the Cedar Lee
Theatre Marquee Club. Pick up a free pass from the Winking
Lizard on Covemry Road, O'Riell y's on Cedar Road or Parnell's
on Lee Road. Quantities are limited though, so hurry

Kristen Stlh
Staff Reporter

Five, four, three, two, one,wait, hold the blast-off. Mission control, we've got a problem.
As the United States' first
space mission roMarsisscheduled to lift-off, NASA (Na tiona!
Aeronautics and Space Administ ration )finds Itself minusone
astronaut,after the flight team's
accident-prone rocket soent ist
is unable to complete the m issian.
The loss leaves only two
other people in the world qualified to fill in the position of running the navigational comWdharru
puter: astronauts Gordon A. Pea- ~ocketman": Fred Randall (Harland Williams) works with his cocock (Blake Boyd) who has never pilot, the chimp named Ulysses, on his way to the ''Red Planet".
flown a mission because he suffers
"T his is the kind of movie that
from motion sickness, and Fred Z. "red planet," Randall finds himRandall(Harland Williams, Down self disputing with Overbeck, fall- doesn 't come along very often, i.n
Periscope, Dumb and Dumber) the ing in love with ford,and finding the sense that it is a perfect vehicle
clever yet clumsy designer of the life forms on Mars in Walt Disney m which to introduce a new film
Pictu re'sspace corned y adventure, persona into the audience," says
operating system.
Birnba um . "We had so much fun
When Randall outperforms Rocketman.
Is there really life on Mars~ ls in just letting Harland have free
Peacock on the pre-flight tests,
NASA's Chief Flight Director Paul the fourth planet from the sun re- reign to help bring th1s lovable
Wick (Jeremy DeMunn, Tlu ally inhabi ted by microscopic or- goofball Fred to the screen.
Birnbaum added, "It has been a
Shawshank Redemption, Phenom- ganisms? These are questions that
eno n) appoints him to the job. He scientists have been asking for over long time since we've seen such an
mvJting, warm,and funny personthen informs the rest of the flight one hundred and twenty years.
Now, the first manned mission ality-someone who you want to
crew of his decision.
The crew consists of arrogant to Mars is blasting off to a theater be your friend,someone you want
to take care of, and someone you
Commander "Wild Bill" Overbeck near you.
According to director Stuart want around you just to make you
(William Sadler, The Shawshank
Redemption, Die Hard 2); attrac- Gillard a nd produ cer Roger laugh. That person is Ha rland . He
tive, yet humorless Mission Spe- Birnbaum, most of the credi t for is what makes fred suc h an encialist Julie Ford (Jessica Lundy, the discovery of the "fun" on Mars dearing character."
As for whether there is life on
Bright Lights, Big Cit y,Si ngle Whit e goes tot he leading man, Willi ams.
Noted Birnbaum, "T he first Mars, it may be uncertain, but one
Female}, and the highly evolved
h
nc
e
crew, only veteran astronaut Bud is comedy. Harland's work in this definitely a sense of "fun" in ilS
Nesbitt (Beau Bridges, The Inci- film is testament to his absolutely existence, as port rayed here.
"Rocketman" is rated PG, and
dent , Norma Rae) possesses confi- lovable personality, his wide-ranging ta lent , and his truly unique will be landing in a theater near
dence in Randall's abilities.
you tomorrow.
In the process of exploring the sensibilities as a comedian."

1111

The Cleveland Public Theatre presents Mortal Cod. Voices from the Hospice by acJOr/author
Lester Shane now through October25. This soonto-be-Off -Broadway production tells the story of a single night
on a hospice unit, ponraymg patients, caregivers and staff who
face death and em brace life with unique msight, deep compassion and gentle humor. T1ckets are $12 for general admission
and $8 for stud en IS. Call (216) 631 2727 for more information.

Ill

Cedar Pomt is nor JUSt the cure for summertime blues anymore. Theamusement park closes
its season this weekend with Its final
"HalloWeekend," a new attraction this year. In addition ro the
normal rides, two new haunted houses and a haunted train ride
will be open. The hours for the weekend are Friday from 6 p.m
to 12 a.m., Saturday from 12 p.m. to 12 a.m. and Sunday from 12
p.m. to 8 p.m. Prices are $13.95 for Friday night a nd $23.95 for
Saturday and Sunday For addnional information call 1-800668-5627.

~kin

On Saturdays and Sundays in October
hayrides wil I be offered through Cleveland
Metroparksat the Mill Stream Run Reservation m Strongsville. Rides leave from the Chalet Recreation
Area on Saturday nights from 6 to 10 p m and Sunday afternoons from Ito 4 p.m Along with the hayrides, various activities such as square dancing and craft-making opportunities
wil l be offered. Refreshmentsa realsoavai lable. The cost will be
$6 00. For more information, call ( 440) 572-9990.

Outdoors

The All Night Strut, a classy, sassy musical
celebration of the 1930's and 40's is now playing
. .at the new Hanna Theater Cabarer in Cleveland.
The performa nee is showing now through November 26. There
are shows on Wednesdays at 2p.m. and 8 p.m., Fridays at 7 p.m.,
Saturday at 1 p.m. and 7 p.m. and Su ndays at 2 p.m and 7 p.m.
Ticket prices are $24.50forall shows except those for Friday and
Saturday evenings, which are priced at $29.50. To purchase
Lil;lwa.01: £or lnQr& iWorll\al.ion,call Cll6) l4l
*l
free number 1800-766 6048.

Coming Attractions were compiled by Susan Malick, Assistant Entertainment Editor.
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Be one of the first 50
people to come to the
Carroll News office
starting
tomorrow,
Friday at lOam, and
receive a pass for two to a
preview screening of 11 a

life Iess ordinary",
starring Ewan McGregor
and Cameron Diaz. The
screening is Thesday, Oct.
21 at 7:30 pm in Regal
Mayfield Hts. 11 A life
less ordinary" opens
nationwide October 24.
kl•nappJna~
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matchbox 20 pushes its
way into Cleveland
macy, like two friends sharing a good secret."
The band's hit single "Push"
has received much radio airplay
and sales success, but it has also
been met with claims that it
promotes violence against
women.
Thomas describes the romanticall ycom bative "Push"whosechorus ishtghlighted by
the lines, "I wanna push you
around, l will, l will/1 wanna
push you down, I will, I will / 1
wanna take you for granted"as "a song about how I was rnanipulated and how 1handled it;
__.,...,~-------...., how l grew to like it and
get comfortable with lr. l
felt that was the only way
that you could have a relationship was if you were
being controlled or if you
were being manipulated."
Thomas added, "Some
people get the wrong idea
and think that it's about
physical violence, when
it's really about emotional
violence."
matchbox 20 last performed in Cleveland in
August,ashowwhich the
Plain Dealer described as
including "hard-edged
rock. powerful , stirring
balladsandeven touches
of country."

matchbox 20, whose current single "Push" is receiving
much radio airplay, will be performing at Cleveland's Agora
Theatre on October 24.
Gu itar World describes the
band'sdebutalbum, Yourselfor
Someone Like You, as "loaded
Withgwtar-driven melodic rock
tunes and emotionally charged
vocals." Microsoft Music
Central ernie Rob Moody
said, "Rob Thomas (lead
singer) is a storyteller whose
Iyr ics foe us rna in lyon personal
relationships, and he delivers
his lines wit h a certam inti-
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Cavanaugh
clutch for JCU
Saturday's game was certatnl y
an even tful one for john Carroll
University's backup quarterback
Ryan Cavanaugh.
The senior received rhe first
regular season start of htsJCU career, replacing Nick Caserio, who
was nursing a
sp rained left
ankle. After a
shaky first possession, he was
outstanding in
the 50-8 romp
over Otterbein.
For the game,
he was 14-of -!8
for 184 yards
CDMMfNTARY and
t hree
touchdowns.
.
Bnan Murphy
Ha v i ng
been staked a 70 lead courtesy of an interception
return for a touchd own by Lon don Fletcher, it seemed
Cavanaugh would be able ro relax.
After all , he was inexperienced,
previously playing in only seven
games, and completing 5-of-9
passes for 66 yards. But he looked
flustered on the Blue Streaks' fi rst
possession, overthrowing and
throwing behind receivers on second and third downs.
"It'd been a while since l played,"
Cava naugh said. "It took a while
to get back in the swing of things.
l was a little nervous I'd say."
But on JCU's third possess to n,
Cavanaugh pun ctuated a 62-yard,
9-play drive with a 24-yard touch down pass to Dean Reidy It was
the first touchdown pass of his
JCU career, and certainly one he
' iU n f r L n <imc
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Football crunches Cardinals
Mark Boleky
Assistant Sports Ed1tor

Everything came together for
the john Carroll University football team on Homecoming week end - in a big way.
From their sr ifhng defense to a
much-improved running anack,
all areas of the team contributed
to the Blue Streaks' 50-8assa ult of
Otterbein Saturday at Wasmer
Field
But one of the most impressive
performances for jCU ( 4-0, 3-0
OAC) was from the passing game,
which had also been one of the
team's biggest question marks entenng the game. jumor quarter
back Nick Caseno, a preseason
All -Amencan selection, sprained
his ankle in the previous contest
at Marietta and cou ld not start
agamst Otterbein.
Senior Ryan Cavanaugh was
penciled in for the firs! regular season start of his collegiate career
and responded superbly,completing 14-of-18 passes for 184 yards
and three touchdowns.
"1 mostly wanted to play a
smart game, to take what they give
us," said Cavanaugh.. "With our
offense, we just don 't want to run
any bad plays into the defense."
Cava naugh gave the Otterbein
defense, ranked la st in the Ohio
Athletic Conference, little opportunity to capitalize on his inexperi ence. He did not throw an interception in his two-plus quarters
before leaving the game because
of cramping in his legs.
Hestaned rolling in the second
quarter, leading the Streaks on a
62-yard drive !hat ended with a

get her their best day of the season
with 154 yards on 36 carries
Emerging for Carroll was junior
tailback VictOr Engoglia with 69
yards, compiled mostly in the first
half to set the tone on the Streaks'
twos oring dnves.
All the members of the JCU
backfield benefited from strong
offensive line play. The line provided solid run blocking through out It also gave Cavanaugh and

freshmen quarterbacks Eric
Marcy and Craig Recko, who both
threw touchdown passes tosophomore receiver Josh McDaniels,
amplerhrowmg11me in the pocket
"I thought we ran the cou nters
real well [on the run plays!," satd
offensive linecoach Mickey Ilia no.
"They reall ystepped tt up and gave
good protection, as they've been
doing all year."
On the other side of the ball,

the thud lead mg passer m the

"Af terthetouchdownpass,"he t ~f~l~a~~n~~De~an~R;~t~e~id~y~t.Po~-~~.~JL_~..;Uli;U;..-illliiliillf!l

said, "I was a little worked up and
excited."
So pumped that in the huddle
prior to the two-point co nve rsion
attempt, he was short of breath
and told the team he felt like he
might vomit. JCU center Pat
Heenan couldn 't have been happy
to hear the quarterback say that.
After div ing in to the endzone
for the two-point conversion , he
showered rhe endzone with his
breakfast, and continued on the
way to the sideline.
But that wasn't the weirdes t
thing to happen to Cavana ugh. Af ter tossing hi s third touchdown
pass of the day with 12:32 left in
the third quarter, he developed a
cra mp in hi s right hamstring.
Then his right ca lf and quadncep
cramped up, before his hipdid too.
Before he knew it, both his legs
were great big cramps
"The trainers a nd doctors said
they never saw anything like it,"
sa1d Cavanaugh.
Between the vomiting and
cramps, th o ugh , Cavanaugh
played superbly. JCU now knows
Cavanaugh can do the job. No
longer can anyone quest ion his
inexpenence. He's been through
the battle, and came out just fine.
Cava naugh was also helped
immensely by the emergence of a
running game. JCU entered the
game last in the conference in
rushing yards per game. On the
day, however,JCU ran the ball 40
times for 130 yards, with yardage
lost because of sacks.
Without question, it was the
best overall game [or the jCU offense this season . But Case rio's return will send Cavanaugh back to
the sid elme, relegated to backup
quarterback. For just one game,
though, he was the star. But that's
the life of a backup quarterback

top for good, 15-8.
"That was a good drive. l felt
better after the touchdown to
Dean," said Cavanaugh. "In our
first series, it's not that l was ncrvous, but it'sjust been a while since
I've been in those types of siruations."
He then settled in to throw
touchdown passes to junior receiver John Priestap and sophomore tight end Tom Koltz, who
led the Streaks with five catches
for 58 yards.
Complementing Cavanaugh
up the field each drive were the
jCU running backs, who put to-

the JCU defense did their own
share of scoring. That is, the defense outscored the entire
Otterbein team, whose only points
came on a special teams fumble
recovery that was returned for a
wuchdown in the first quarter.
Senior linebacke r London
Fletcher got the first Streak touchdown on the second play of the
game. He intercepted Otterbem
quarterback Matt D'Orazio's pass
at the jCU 23-yard line and returned 1t untouched for the score.
"Any ume you see a defensive
touchdown !Ike that, especially
wtth the type of play It was, everyone gets fired up," said sophomore
safery Spiros Gonakts, who con tributed an interception m the
endzone to slOp Otterbein's best
scoring opportunity. "Plusu made
D'Oraz1oth 1nk about what he was
gettmg mto."
Senior defensive tackle jason
Schuster also got mro the sconng
act with a fumble recove ry late in
the third quarter in the Streaks'
endzone to up the score to 36-8.
Otterbein fullback Anthony
Keaton coughed upt he ball on the
first play of the Cardinals' possession, which staned at the JCU
three yard line followmg a
downed punt by Carroll.
When it wasn'tscoring,theJCU
defense was devastating. In addt·
tion to nor allow ing any points,
the squad shut down Otterbein on
al lends,especial I y m the first ha If.
The Ca rdinal offense did not get
its second first down until the end
of the third quarter.
D'Orazio emered the game as

Rustlln' up a Streak: Junior Victor Engoglia (with ball) tries
to break away from an Otterbein defender during the
Blue Streak's 50-8 victory over the Cardinals on
Homecoming Saturday at Wasmer Field, In the game,
Engoglia rushed 17 times for 69 yards.

JimKob,.

any successful rives against the
Streaks, netting 79 yards in the air
"Everyone knew he was a good
athlete,"saidGonakis. "Even when
there was pressure on him, he can
throw it 30 or 40 yards. So, we
knew we were going to have to
stick with our men."
JCU will travel to Muskingum
this Saturday for a match up with
the Muskies, who are 1-2 in the
conference. The game will be the
Streaks' final preparation for
Mount Union,which will hostjCU
the following week. Mount won
the Division lllchampionship last
year,and iscurrentlyranked No.1
in the nation.

DeCarlo honored for
athletic achievements
Tony DeCarlo, John Carroll
University's current at h. let 1c d irector and head football coach, was
honored with the Gerald J
Schweikert Award for Ou tstanding Achievement in Athletics Fnday night at the jCU Athletic Hall
of Fame dmner
The Blue/Gold Club,jCU's officialathletic boosterclub,screens
and votesoncandidates, who must
have received a degree from the
university, be di stinguished in
their certain athletic area, and
made a positive contribution
within the field of athletics.
DeCarlo became the fourth person, following Chuck Kyle, Jim
Fori , and Joe DeRosa , to win the
award.
"It was a great feeling and l took
great pride in tha t someone recognized the accomplishments I've
had hereatthe university," DeCarlo
said.
Now in hisllthseason,DeCarlo

is the winningest football coac h
in school history with an overall
record of 76-23-4.
He also served as the builder of
theBlueStreak wrestlmgprogram.
He was the team's head coac h for
23 years, leading it to 21 Presidents'
Athleuc Conference titl es and lO
straight top lO finishes at the
NCAA DivisiOn Ill Tournament,
including the team title in 1975.
DeCarlo is a member of the
Ohio Wrestling and john Carroll
Halls of Fame.
He said that the best thing
about his years at Carroll have
been all the great relationships
which have been developed.
Said DeCarlo,' [ consider them
similartofamilyrelationships.l've
developed lifelong relationships
with people as evidenced by all
those who were there the other
night."
Brian Murphy

and find outl
Take a ~ MCAT, pn:x;tarecllikll the real186t Receive iniMluBI leEdlac:k.
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Krist en Stlh
Staff Reporter
Five, four, three, two, onc,walt, hold the blast-off. Mission control, we've got a problem.
As the United States' first
space mission to Mars isscheduled to lift-off, NASA (National
Aeronautics and Space Administratlon)findsitself minusone
asrronaut,af tcr the flight team's
acetdent-prone rocket scientist
is unable to complete the m issian.
The loss leaves only two
other people 111 the world qualified tofillm the position of running the navigational com~nW1II1am1
puter: astronauts Gordon A. Pea- "Rocketman": Fred Randall (Harland Williams) works with his cocock (Blake Boyd) who has never pilot, the chimp named Ulysses, on his way to the ''Red Planet".
flown a mission because he suffers
"This is the kind of movie that
from motion sickness, and Fred Z. "red planet," Randall fmds himRanda l1 (Harland Williams, Down self disputing with Overbeck,fall- doesn 't come along very of ten, in
Periscope, Dum band Dumber) the ing in love with Ford,and find ing the sense that it is a perfect vehicle
clever yet clumsy designer of the life forms on Mars in Walt Disney in which to introduce a new film
Pier ure's space comedy ad venture, persona into the audience," says
operating system.
Birnbaum. "We had so muc h fun
When Randall outperforms Rocketman.
Is there really li fe on Mars' Is in just !erring Harland have free
Peacock on the pre-flight tests,
NASA's Chief Flight Director Paul the fourth planet from the sun re- reign to help bring this lovable
Wick (Jeremy DeMunn , The ally inhabited by microscopic or- goofba 11 Fred to the screen.
Birnbaum added, "It has been a
Shawshank Redemption, Phenom - ganisms? These are questions that
enon) appoints him to the JOb. He scientists have been askingforover long time since we'vesee n such an
m vit ing,warm, and funny personthen infor ms the rest of the flight one hundred and twenty years.
Now, the first manned mission ality-someone who you want to
crew of his decision .
The crew consists of arrogant to Mars is blasting off to a thea ter be your friend, someone you want
to take care of, and someo ne you
Commander"Wild Bili"Overbeck near you
According to d irector Stuart want around you just to make you
(William Sadler, The Shawshank
Redemption, Die Hard 2); attrac- Gillard and producer Roger laugh. That personisHarland. He
tive, yet humorless Mission Spe- Birnbaum, most of the credit for is what makes Fred such an encialist J ulie Ford (Jessica Lundy, the d iscovery of the "fun" on Mars deari ng character."
As for w het her there is li fe on
BrightLights,BigCity,Si ngle W hile goes tot he leading man ,Will iams.
Noted Birnbaum, "The first Mars, it may be uncertain, but one
Female); and the highly evolved
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The Cleveland Public Theatre presents Mortal Coi I: Voice sfrom the Hospice by actor /a UI hor
Lester Shane now through October 25 This soonto-be-Off -B roadway production tells the story of a single mght
on a hospice unit, ponraymg patients,caregiversand staff who
face death a nd embrace life With unique insighr,deepcompassion and gentle humor Tickers are $12 for general admiSSIOn
and $8 for students. Call (216) 631-2727 for more information.

Cedar Point is not just the cure for summertime blues anymore The amusement park closes
. .its season this weekend with its final
"HalloWeekend,' a new attraction this year. In addition to the
normal rides, rwonew haunted houses and a haunted train ride
will be open. The hours for the weekend are Friday from 6 p.m
to 12 a.m., Saturday from 12 pm to 12 a.m. and Sunday from 12
p.m to 8 p.m. Prices are $13.95 for Friday night and $23.95 for
Saturday and Sunday For additional information call 1-800668-5627.
On Saturdays and Sundays in October
hayrides will be offered through Cleveland
Metroparks at the Mill Stream Run Reservation m Strongsville. Rides leave from the Chalet Recreation
Area on Saturday nigh ts from 6 to 10 p.m. and Sunday afternoons from I to 4 p.m Along with the hay rides, various activities such as square dancing and craft-making opportunities
will be offered . Refreshmentsarealsoavailable. The cost will be
$6 00 For more information , call ( 440) 572-9990.

Outdoors

The All Night Strut, a classy, sassy musical
celebration of the 1930's and 40's is now playing
. .at the new Hanna Theater Cabaret in Cleveland.
The per forma nee is showing now through November 26. There
a reshows on Wednesdays at 2p.m. and 8 p.m., Fridays at 7 p.m.,
Saturday at I p.m. and 7 p.m and Sundays at 2 p.m. and 7 p.m.
Ticket prices are $24.50 for all shows except those for Friday and
Sa turday evenings, w hich are pri ced at $29.50. To purchase
Udl.&l.i.oc iot ll\QI& inlorma\ion, call Ul6} l4lttMl

~

free number 1·800-766 6048.

crew, only veteran astronaut Bud
Nesbitt (Bea u Bridges, Th e In cident, No rma Rae) possesses confidence in Rand all's abili ties.
In the process of exploring the

Coming Attractio ns were compi led by Susan Ma li ck. Assistan t En tertainment Ed itor:

Be one of the first 50
people to come to the
Carroll News office
starting
tomorrow,
Friday at lOam, and
receive a pass for two to a
preview screening of "a

life less ordinary",
starring Ewan McGregor
and Cameron Diaz. The
screening is 1\Jesday, Oct.
21 at 7:30 pm in Regal
Mayfield Hts. 11 A life
less ordinary " opens
nationwide October 24.
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tor love.

is comedy. Harland's work in th is
film is testame nt to his absolutely
lovable personality, his wide-ranging talent , and his truly unique
sensibilities as a comed ian."

nc u

definitely a se nse of "fun" in its
existence, as portrayed here.
"Rocket man" is rated PG, and
will be landing in a theater near
you tomor row.

matchbox 20 pushes its
way into Cleveland
macy, li ke two fri ends s ha ring a good secret."
The ba nd's hit single "Push"
has received much radio airplay
and sa les success, but it has also
been met with claims th at it
promotes violence aga in st
women.
Thomas descri bes the romanticallycombative"Push"whosechorusishigh lighted by
the lines, "I wanna push you
around, 1 will, l will/! wanna
push you down, 1 will , I will/!
wanna take you for granted"as "a song about how I was rnani pula ted and how I hand led it;
_.-~--------~--..,.., how I grew to like it and
get comfortable with it. I
felt that was the only way
that you could have a relationship was if you were
being cont rolled or if you
were bei ng manipulated."
Tho mas add ed , "Som e
people get the wrong idea
and think tha t it's about
physical viol ence, when
it's really about emotional
violence."
matchbox 20 last performed in Cleveland in
August,a show which the
Plain Dealer desc ribed as
in cl uding "hard -ed ged
rock, powerful , st irring
balladsa nd even touches
of country."

ma tchbox 20, whose current single "Push" is receivi ng
much rad io air play, will be performing at Cleveland's Agora
Theatre on October 24.
Guitar Wo rld describes the
band's debutalbum, Yo urselfor
Someone Like You, as "loaded
withguirar-driven melodic rock
tunes and emotionally charged
vocals ." Microsoft Music
Centra l critic Rob Moody
said, "Rob Thomas (lead
singer) is a storyteller whose
Iyrics foe us rna in Iyon persona I
relationships, and he delivers
his lines with a certain inri-
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"Rocketman"to blast off at
a theater near you

A mystery movie screening 1s taking place
tomght at 7:30. It is presented by Amstel Light,
the Telluride Film Festival and the Cedar Lee
Theatre Marquee Club. Pick up a free pass from the Winkmg
Lizard on Coventry Road, O'R1ell y's on Cedar Road or Parnell's
on Lee Road . Quanmies are lim ited though, so hurry.

1111! Clllll WI IIII
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Cavanaugh
clutch for JCU
Saturday's game was certainly
an eventful one for John Carroll
University's backup quarterback
Ryan Cavanaugh.
The senior received the first
regular season start of hisjCU career. replacing Nick Case no, who
was nursmg a
sprained left
ankle. After a
shaky first possession, he was
outstandmg in
the 50-8 romp
over OtterbeIn.
For the game,
hewasl4 -of 18
for 184 yards
mMMENTARY and
three
.
touchdowns.
Bnan Murphy
H a v i ng
beenstakeda70 lead counesy of an interception
return for a touchdown by London Fletcher, it seemed
Cavanaugh would be able to relax
After all, he was inexperienced,
previously playing in only seven
games, and completing 5-of-9
passes for 66 yards. But he looked
flustered on the Blue Streaks' first
possessw n, overthrowing and
throwing behind recei verson second and third downs.
"It'd been a while si nce I played,"
Cava naug h sa id. "It took a w hile
roger back in the swing of things.
1was a httle ne rvous I'd say."
But on jCU's th ird possession,
Cavanaugh punctuated a 62-yard,
9-playdrivewith a 24 -yard touch down pass ro Dean Re 1dy. It was
the first touchdown pass of his
JCU career, and certainly one he
' •ill not f r L
urn~.,,.,,...,.
"A ft er th e touchdown pass: he
said, "I was a li ttle worked up a nd
excited."
So pumped that in th e hudd le
pr ior to the two-point conversion
attempt, he was short of breath
and told the tea m he felt like he
m ig ht vo mit J CU center Pat
Heenan couldn't have been happy
to hear the qua rterback say th at.
After diving into the end zo ne
for the two-point conversion, he
showered the endzone wit h his
breakfast, and cont inued on the
way to the si deline.
But that wasn't the weirdest
th mgtohappen toCavanaugh . After tossing his thi rd touchdow n
pass of the day with 1232 left in
the thi rd quarter, he developed a
cramp in his r ig ht hamstring.
Then his right calf and quadricep
cramped up, before his hipd1d too.
Before he knew It, both his legs
were great big cramps
"The trainers and doctors said
th ey never saw anyt hing like it,"
said Cavanaugh.
Between the vomiting and
cramps, though , Cavanaugh
played superbly. JCU now knows
Cavanaugh can do the job. No
longer can anyone question his
mexpenence. He's been through
the battle, and came out just fine.
Cava naug h was also hel ped
immensely by the emergence of a
runn ing game. JCU entered the
game last in the conference in
rushing yards per ga me. On the
day, however,JCU ran the ball 40
times fo r 130 yards, wi th yardage
lost because of sacks.
Without qu estion, it was the
best overa ll game for the j CU offe nse this season. But Case rio's return wi II send Cava naugh back to
the sideline, relega ted to backup
quarterback. For just one ga me,
though, he was th e star. But that's
the life of a back up quarterback

Football crunches Cardinals
Mark Boleky
Assistant Sports Ed1tor
Everything came together for
the john Carroll University football team on Homecoming weekend - in a big way.
From their stirlingdefense to a
much-improved running attack,
all areas of the team contributed
to the Blue Streaks' 50-8 assault of
Otterbein Saturday at Wasmer
Field.
But one of the most impressive
performances for JCU ( 4-0, 3-0
OAC) was from the passing game,
which had also been one of the
team's biggest question marks entermg rhe game. Junior quarterback N1ck Caserio, a preseason
All-American se lection, spra ined
his ankle in the previous contest
at Marietta and could not start
against Otterbein.
Senior Ryan Cavanaugh was
penci led in for the first regular season stan of h is collegiate career
and responded superbly,completing 14-of-18 passes for 184 yards
and three touchdowns.
"1 mostly wanted to play a
smart game, to rake what they give
us," said Cavanaugh. "With our
offense, we just don't want to run
any bad plays into the defe nse."
Cavanaugh gave the Otterbein
defense, ra n ked last in the Oh io
Athletic Conference, littl e opportunit y to capita li ze on his inexperience. He did nor throw an interception in hi s two-plus quarters
before leaving the game beca use
of cramping in his legs.
He started rolling in the second
quarter, leading the Streaks on a
62-yard drive that ended with a
Dean Reidy to putJCU on
top for good, 15-8.
"That was a good d rive. l felt
be tter after the to uchdown to
Dean," sa id Cavanaugh. "In our
fi rst series, it's not that! was nervous, but it's just been a while since
I've been in those types of situations"
He then settled in to throw
touchdow n passes to junior receive r john Priesrap and sophomore tight end Tom Koltz, who
led the Streaks with five catches
for 58 yards.
Com plement ing Cavanaugh
up the field each drive were the
JCU running backs, who put to-

get her their best day of the season
with 154 yards on 36 carries.
Emerging for Carroll was junior
ta iIback Victor Engoglia with 69
yards, compiled mostly in the first
half to set the tone on the Streaks'
two scoring dnves
All the members of the JCU
backfield benefited from strong
offensive line play. The line provided solid run blocking throughout It also gave Cavanaugh and

freshmen quarterbacks Eric
Marcy and Craig Recko, who both
threw touchdown passes to sophomore receiver Josh McDaniels,
am pie throwing time in the pocket.
"I thought we ran the counters
real well [on the run plays!," sa1d
offens1ve hnecoach Mickey Ilia no
"They real! ystepped it upandgave
good protection, as they've been
doing all year"
On the other side of the ball,

Rustlln' up a Streak Junior Victor Engoglia (with ball) tries
to break away from an Otterbein defender during the
Blue Streak's 50-8 vict ory over the Cardinals on
Homecoming Saturday at Wasmer Field. In the game,
Engoglia rushed 17 times for 69 yards.

Jim Kolar

the JCU defense did their own
share of scoring That is, the defense outscored the entire
Otterbein team,whoseonly points
came on a special teams fumble
recovery rhat was returned for a
touchdown 111 the ftrst quarter
Senior linebacker London
Fletcher got the first Streak touch down on the second play of the
game He intercepted Otterbein
quarterback Matt D'Orazio's pass
at the JCU 23-yard line and returned It untouched for the score.
"Any time you see a defensive
touchdown I ike that, especiall)'
With the type of play It was,ever>•onc gets fired up," sa1d sophomore
safety Sp1ros Gonak1s. who onmbutcd an interception 111 the
endzone to stop Ouerbein's best
scoringopportumty. "Plus It made
D'Orazio thin kabout what he was
getting into."
Senior defensive tackle jason
Sch usrer also got IntO the sconng
act with a furn ble recovery late m
the third quarter in the Streaks'
e ndzone to up the score to 36-8
Otterbein fullback Anthony
Keaton coughed up the ball on the
first play of the ardinals'possession, which started at the JCU
three-yard lme following a
downed punt by Carroll.
When it wasn 'tscoring, thejCU
defense was devastating. In addition to not allowing any poims,
the squad sh ut down Otterbein on
all ends.especially m the firs t half.
The Card inal offense did not get
its second fi rst down until the end
of the third qua rter.
D'Orazio entered the game as
the 1h1rd 1eading, passer In \he
any s uccessful ri~ agamst the
Streaks, netting 79 ya rds in the air.
"Everyone knew he was a good
ath Jete," said Gonakis. "Even when
there was pressure on him, he ca n
throw it 30 or 40 ya rds. So, we
knew we were going to have to
stick with our men."
JCU will travel to Muskingum
this Saturday for a match up with
the Muskies, who are 1-2 in the
conference. The game will be the
Streaks' final prepara tion for
Mount Union,whichw illhostjCU
the following week. Mount won
the Division Ill championship last
year,and is curren tly ranked No. 1
in the natio n.

DeCarlo honored for
athletic achievements
Tony DeCarlo, John Carroll
University's current ath leuc d irector and head football coach, was
honored with the Gerald J.
Schweikert Award for Outstanding Achievement in Athletics Friday night at thejCU Athletic Hall
of Fame dinner.
The Blue/Gold Club,JCU's officialath letic boosterclub,sc reens
and votesoncandidates, w ho must
have received a degree from the
un iversit y, be di stinguished in
their ce rta in athletic area, an d
made a positive contribut ion
wi thin the field of athletics.
DeCarlo beca me the fourth person, following Chuck Kyle, Jim
For i, and Joe DeRosa, to win the
award.
"It was a great feeli ng and I took
great pride in that someone recognized th e accompli shments I've
had here at the university,"DeCarlo
said.
ow in his 11th seaso n,DeCarlo

is the winningest football coach
in school history with an overall
record of 76-23-4.
He also served as the builder of
the Blue Streak wrestling program.
He was the team's head coach for
23years, leading it to 21 Presidents'
Athletic Conference titles and 10
straight top 10 finishes at the
NCAA Division II[ Tournament,
including the team title in 1975.
DeCa rlo is a member of the
Ohio Wresthng a nd j oh n Carroll
Halls of Fam e.
He sa id that the best thing
abou t his years at Carroll have
been all the great relationsh ips
which have been developed.
Said DeCarlo, 'I consid er them
sim ilartofam il yrelationships. I've
developed lifelong relat ionships
with people as ev idenced by all
those who were there the other
night.'
Brian Mur phy

. , find outl
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Women's soccer blanks two foes,
equals 1996 victory total

Checking out the scene: Blue Streak freshman Rebecca Misencik looks over the field as
she ap~oaches the 18-yard box during JCU's victory over Ohio Northern 1.0 on the
Grasselll Front Lawn.
'
'

Men's soccer undefeated in OAC
Mike Scott
Sports Reporter

Most reams want w start their conference schedules well , and the john Carroll University men's soccer team dtd JUStt hat this past week.
~~=---~
h
ovcnunc vJCroryovcrOhwNonhern Untvcrstt y,rai tng its overa 11 record to 6-5 and conference record ro
3-0. <;emor mtdfielder jeffHunkelescored the game's
only goal, h1s second of the week.
Another key performance this week came from a
rela[lve unknown FreshmangoaltenderTom Rennie
temporarily replaced seniorGrant Mast and notched
his ftrst shutout. Rennie was playing in his first
collegiate game because Mast was unable to reschedule an cconom ics meeting that was held inCh icago.
Last Wednesday,JCU put together a solid performance versusBaldwin-Wallace to win 3-0. Hunkele,
semorJim Myers, and freshman Brian Cavalier scored
for the Streaks.
. When asked about his team's play this week, asSistant coach Robert Straub had mixed emotions. "I
think we played very intense against BaldwinWallace , but we seemed to have a bit of a letdown

[against ONU] But still, a win is a win."
Straub feels that defense was key last week. "Our
offense has been spreading the ball around more, but
our defense has really been playing better than normal. We had a freshman goalkeeper starting on
play. Hopefully tha t play will connnue when Grant
comes back to play in the Otterbein game."
The Streaks traveled to Tiffin, O hio, to face Heidelberg on Tuesday. Th is Saturday, they will face Ohio
Athletic Conference leader Otterbein on the Grasselli
Front Lawn. Standing at 4-0 in the OAC, Otterbein
looks to bejCU's chief rival.
"The game against Otterbein will be huge," said
sophomore DaveLaRusse. "They reallymove the ball
around well. That game should tell us a lot about the
rest of our season."
According to the National Soccer Coac hes Association of America Poll, Otterbei n is ranked sixth in
the Great Lakes Region. Straub feels that the game
against Otterbein w ill be a defensive struggle, with
the Streaks defe nse "continually improving, and the
Otterbein defense !last week I recording two shutouts
in as many games."
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Rona Proudfoot
Sports Reporter

For the fi rst time this season
the john Carroll University
women's soccer team, keyed by
what head coach Tracy Blasius
called "a great effon defensively,"
emerged successful against two
conference opponents in the same
week.
The Blue Streaks traveled to
Berea, where they held BaldwinWallace scoreless in overtime in
the first of two games played last
week. FonheHomecomingWeekend match on Sunday,jCU edged
Ohio Nonhern University, l-0, in
a must-win situatlOn. A lone goal
scored byseniorShannonSullivan
and assisted by freshmen Lori
McDonald midway through the
second half of play secured the
victory for Carroll.
With the victoryoverONU, the
Streaks tallied their second confe rence victory and secured a
sixth-place standing in the Ohio
Athletic Conference with a conference record of 2-2-1 and 6-4-1
overall.
Key to the successes of the past
week was the impressive defensive play of senior Elizabeth
Chambers. The Streaks' captain
shut down the OAC's two leading
scorers, allowing JCU to record
shuwuts against both B-W and
ONU.
"Beth reallycameon this week,"

said Blasius. "She did a great job
against very snff compewion."
For one of the few times this
year, BlasiUs chose to play one goa!keeper for the whole game, and
against B-W freshman Samantha
Sommer took full advantage. She
stopped an astounding 26 shots
against the Yellow jackets Versus
ONU, Sommer teamed with
sophomore Maura Gatto for 11
saves.
Although the Streaks played
exceptional games defensively,
Blasius acknowledged that the
team has had trouble coming up
with the offensive goals needed to
take pressure off the defense. Doing so, she said, will be the key to
success in the big games of the
future.
jCU took a break from conference play to host Ohio Wesleyan
University yesterday. OAC play
resumesonSaturdaywhenCarroll
travels to Westerville for a match
against Otterbein.
The playoff hopes of the JCU
women depend on the results of
the four remaming conference
games; the Streaks need to move
in!O the top four of the OAC to
make the postseason tourna mem.
"We need to win three, if not
four, of the remaining conference
games," said Blasius. "It's like the
playoffs have already started for
us. We've got to win them all in
order to get there."

Golfers place second at Mount
The john Carroll University
golf team placed second at the
Mount Union Invitational Sunday
and Monday.
The Blue Streaks' team total
over the two days was 613, 16
strokes behind Otterbetn. Semor
Ben Wilkins led jCU, finishing
third individually with a l5l. juniorjeff Sawitkeand seniorjeff Bors
tied for tent h at 155.
"l t was a huge tournament for
us because we were struggling
from the stand point of establishing ourselves for a ny type of
NCAA consideration: said jCU
head coach Mike Moran.

Moran was referring to the
team's disappointing finishes at
the first two tournaments of the
fall. jCU finished sixth at the
Otterbein Tournament (Sept. 2627) and fourth at the Olivet Invitational (SepL.l2-l3)
Sawitke has finished in the top
10 in all three tourriamems, placing seventh at Otterbein and
eighth at Olivet.
Over the fall break weekend,
the team will travel to Myrtle
Beach, S.C., to play in its final fall
tournament.
Brian Murphy

Samantha Sommer
Freshman, Soccer
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Played 165 minutes in
the net, making 31
saves
last
week,
including 26 against
Baldwin-Wallace.
Leads the OAC with a
0.45 goals against

Ryan Cavanaugh
Senior, Football
In his first collegiate
start,
subbing
for
injured Nick Caserio,
completed 14 of 18
passes for 184 yards
and three touchdowns .
Also scored on a twopoint conversion run .
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Looking for unity
The Sueaks also played Tuesday at Baldwin-Wallace in a late
After a disappointing start to game.
Senior Lori Hammerconunued
the 1997 season, the John Carroll
University volleyball team is to lead the team with her consishardly ready to throw in the toweL tent play. Also, junior Nicole
"just because we're off to a slow Peterson is slowly returning to
start, that doesn't mean we're giv- form after missing the first half of
ing up, because we're not," said jun- the season due to injury.
JCU's failure to play co nsisior Amy Bakos. "We have a real
strong program and we can reach tent] y for a complete match has
all of our goals. With OACgames affected the outcome of several
just starting, there's plenty of ti me contests. "We have a lot of talented players, but we n,eed to play
to get things together."
As in previous years,JCU hopes better as a team," said freshman
to finish strong to have a chance to Autumn Budrys. "We need to stay
w in both the regular season and focused unti l the match is over bepostseason conference champion- cause you need to win three games
ships, and qualify for a return trip to win [the match]."
"No matter how many hours
to the national tournament.
According to coac h Gretchen you practice, nothing will change
Weitbrecht, she is still looking for until you develop confidence in
the right combination of players oneanother,"said Bakos. "We'll be
to put on the floor. The bench has six individuals versus the other
been utilized more than in past tea m unless we can trust the perseasons, playing a la rge role thus son playing next to us."
The team members feel that
far as every player has been given
each individual is concentrating
the opportu nity to contribu te.
"We're trying to c reate si LUa - on doing her own particular job
tions to help us build confidence," on the floor, instead of worr ying
said Weitbrecht. "Everyone needs about the whole team.
"!In practice last weeki we foto stay involved and continue the
cused on what we need todoindiself -talk out on the floor."
A week of cross-tow n rivalries vidually first and then as a n en began with a hard-fo ught matc h ti re team," sa id Bakos. "By break aga in st Case Western Reserve ing down our personal responsi University lastThursday.JCU(l2- bilities,our team effort will hope11,0-20AOcameoutstrong, win- fully improve."
"I'm not looking for our players
ning t he first game, 15-12. However,CWRU proceeded to win the to play above their abilities, but to
next three games, 15-ll, 15-8,15-11. play the way they know how and
Trailing early in games two and just let it loose," said Weitbrecht.
The Streaks hope to do just that
fo ur, Carrol l found itself una ble to
e siarran att ack against Otterbein tomorrow atthe
co m ~
proved to be too much for the Shula Sports Center. They have
alread y beaten the Cardinals this
slumping Streaks.
"We dug ourselves a hole and ,-ear, sweepmg them at t e
io
just cou ldn 't get out," sai d Wesleyan Invitational. JCU travWeitbrecht. "We ended the last els to Mount Union Tuesday bethree ga mes[agai nst Case! on a roll, fore returning home Friday to face
but falling behind ear1y hurt us."
non -conference foe Wittenburg.

Matt Rayl

Sports Reporter
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LASHES

QUITE A WHILE AGO - Against Otterbein,
senior RyanCavanaughandfreshmenEricMarcy
and Craig Recko combined to toss five touchdown passes, tying the school record for most
touchdown passes in o ne game. The last time it
happened was on Oct. 29,1948, in a 38-24victory
over Bowling Green at Cleveland Municipal Stadium.
SMASHING DEBUTS - Sophomore Spires
Gonakis had four tackles, one pass break-up, and
an interception in his first college varsity action.
... Marcy and Recko also made their collegiate
varsity debuts. Marcy was 4-of -4 for 26 yardsand
one touchdown. Recko was 5-of-7 for 52 yards
and one touchdown.
MOVIN UP THE CHARTS - Senior london
Fletcher had a team-high lOtackles, which moved
him into sixth place o njCU's all-time tackles list
with 262 .... junior Tyler Ziontz, who usually
serves only as the long snapper, had a career-high
nine tackles.... junior Eddie Novak had seven
tackles,' two more than he had in all of 1996.
RECEIVER RUMBLINGS - Sophomore Josh
McDaniels, who threw two touchdown passes in
1995, caught two touchdown passes, the first
touchdown receptions of his career.... junior
Dean Reidy had his first touchdown reception of
the year.... junior john Priestap has now caught
a pass in 13 consecutive games.
LETS GO TO THE RANI<INGS - JCU was
ranked ninth by the Football Gazette and tenth
by USA ill Football weekly national polls .... j CU
leads the OAC in turnover margin at +8 and kick
return average at 33.5 yards per return. ... jCU's
current eight game winning streak is fourth best
in Division Ill. Mount Union is first, having won

R T

Grant Mast has two of the shutouts, while freshman Tom Rennie notched one last week against
OhioNorthernUniversity ... SeniorJeffHunkele's
two goals last week were his first two goals of the
season.

180 DEGREE TURNAROUND - Last year,
Baldwin-Wallace and Ohio Northern combined
to score ll goals against theJCU women's soccer
team. Last week, JCU shutout both teams. . .
Freshman SamanthaSommerleads theOACwith
a 0.45 goals against average .... Senior Shannon
Sullivan needs six goa ls to become the school's
all-time leading scorer.
SEASON BESTS -Junior james Van Dress ran
his fastest time of the season at 2B:51, which is his
second sub-29minute time of the year... Sophomore Debbie Pagano also posted her best time of
the year at 19:47, which is 10 seconds better than
her previous best time of 1he season. . .. Both
VanDress and Pagano finished first among the
JCU men and women, respectively.
BLOCKING MACHINES - junior Molly
Ridenour became just the fourth player in JCU
history to record 300 blocks in a career. She cur·
rently stands at 301. She isalsoeighth in the OAC
in blocks per game (0.86) and ninth in hitting
percentage (.275) ... Junior laura Slazyk recorded her tOOth block of the seaso n against
CW RU. Her average of l.ll blocks per game ranks
he r fourth in t he OAC ... Junior Lori Hammer is
second in the OAC with 4.77 digs per game.
SOFTBALL TEAM RECEIVES AWARD - The
jCU softball team earned the status of a National
Fastpitch Coac hes Association All-Academic
Team. It is based on grade point averages from the
1996-97 sc hool year. jCU ranked second am ng
N

8 strai h

s

AA 0 1vio;ion 111 sc hools w1th a team GI'A

3.399.
BLANKED- The JCU men's soccer team has
yet to allow a goal in conference play this season,
a span of 300 minutes over three games. Senior

Brian Murphy

Cross country eyes All-Ohio
J. Brian Donnelly
Sports Reporter

A big meet is a different environment tha n a
small invitat ional, like the Hiram race the John Carroll Un ive rsity women's cross country team won last
week. Morerunnersgenerallymean better competition. Th e All -Oh io
meet at Oh io Wesleyan
th is Friday is o ne of
those big meets.
To prepare, the Blue
Strea ks scheduled last
week's Lakefront Invita tional at Loyola Uni·
versity in Chicago.
There were 369runners
in the meet, compared
to the 100 the Streaks
hav e r un against in
their earlier meets. The
JCU women were lOth of 19 teams at Loyola .
For freshmen that are used to smaller
invitationals, the big meets are tough to adjust to and
run well in, sa id women's coach Kathy Lanese. "My
freshmen dropped because they didn't know the
competi tion and weren't used to the big race environment, but all of my veterans improved.
"!Upperclassmen]Penny[Roxaslandjulie[Thorud]
ran phenomenal races. Julie ran a lifetime best, fmishing in 20:58 and Penny improved by over 40 seconds from last week's race. They rea II ycame through.'
Sophomore Debbie Paganocontinued to lead Carroll , racking up her 13th consecutive race in which
she was the first Streak to fimsh. She ran the race i n
19:47, raking 33 seconds off of last week's time to
fimsh l<lth overall. Freshman Molly Lynch also ra n
well. finishing second for JCU with a time of 20:31.
She was followed by Thorud and Roxas, who ran
I hir_d and fourrh for Carroll, respectively. Freshman
Emtly Ctecka ran the fifth spot for the Streaks as
JCU's top five took 1.30 off of their combined time

from the previous week.
"We had amazing finishes-- we were passing lOor
12 runners at the finish line," Lanese said. "This was
a good race to prepare for next week's All-Ohio.
Findlay and Xavier were the only other Ohio schools
there. The Ali-Ohiowill show us where we stand in
the conference.
im"We' ve
proved throughout
the season; our finishes are stronger,
we're
running
more as a pack and
getting our top five
times down . [
think we ran very,

"/ think we ran very, very well this
week and hopefully we'll have a
strong All-Ohio meet to prepare
for the conference ra ce."

Kathy Lanese

verywellthisweek
and
hopefully
we'll have a strong
All-Ohio meet to

prepare for the conference race."
Heading in the opposite direction is thejCU men's
team. The Streaks finished eighth out of 10 teams in
the Mount Union Invitational. "We did not do as well
as we hoped," said men's coach Don Stu pica. "We did
not compete as well as we needed to."
The Streaks were led by junior james Van Dress,
who was the firstJCU runner to finish for the second
straight week with a time of 28:51. Sophomore Nick
Sellers ran the co urse in 30:00 to finish second.
Fres hm an Adam Eiser moved back into the top
five , finishing third for the Streaks, six seconds behind Sellers. Sophomore j ohn Morabito and fresh ma n joe Witti ne completed the top five fort he Streaks.
"We have to focus on eltminating our m1stakes, to
take our assets to the maximum, but know our limt·
rations," Stupica said. "Next week's All-Ohto will be
a good learning experience, especially for the freshmen. A race of that size can be overpowering for a
young runner. Hopefully, we will benefit from the
experience and come out with some confidence."

Don't miss the awesome OPPortunity to J~in
America's #1 steal<tlouse team.
At Outback, a dinner only, Aussie-themed
. r~~taurant, we're seeking energized
1nd1v1duals for big fun and full /part-time
employment. We also offer great benefits and
an Employee Stock Option Plan.

The Greens of Lyndturst
5708 Mayfield Road
Lyndhurst, Ohio 44124
Phone: (216) 449-8557
Fax: (216) 449-0864
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Wome n's soccer blanks two foes,
equals 1996 victory total

Checking out the scene: Blue Streak freshman Rebecca Misencik looks over the fie ld as
she approaches the 18-yard box during JCU's victory over Ohio Northern 1-0 on the
Grasselll Front Lawn.
'
'

Men's soccer undefeated in OAC
Mike Scott
Sports Reporter

Most teams want to start their conference schedules well. and the John Carroll University men's soccer ream did just t hat this past week.

............,....=~
overt un.: vtc!OryovcrOhiONorrhern Untverstty, ralsmg its overall record ro 6-5 and conference record to
3-0. Senior m 1df1elderJeff Hunkele scored the game's
only goal, his second of the week.
Another key performance this week came from a
relauve unknown. FreshmangoaltenderTom Rennie
temporarily replaced seniorGrant Mast and notched
his first shutout. Rennie was playing in his first
collegtategame because Mast was unable to resc hedule an economics meeting that was held in Chicago.
Last Wednesday,JCU p ut together a solid performance versus Baldwin-Wallace tow in 3-0. Hunkele,
semorJim Myers, and freshman Brian Cavalier scored
for the Streaks.
When asked about bts team's play this week, assistant coach Robert traub had m1xed emotions. "l
thmk we played very intense against BaldwinWallace, but we seemed to have a bit of a letdown

[against ONU] But still, a win is a win"
Straub feels that defense was key last week. "Our
offense has been spreading the ball around more, but
our defense has really been playing better than normal. We had a freshma n goalkeeper starting on

~

Wl3~

play. Ho pefully that play will continue when Grant
comes back to play in the Otterbein game."
The Streaks traveled to Tiffin, Ohio, to face Heidelberg on Tuesday. This Saturday, they will face Ohio
AthleticConference leaderOtterbem on theGrasselli
Front Lawn. Standing at 4-0 in the OAC, Otterbein
looks to beJCU's chief rival.
"The game against Otterbein will be huge," said
sophomore Dave LaRusse. "They really move the ball
around well. That game should tell usa lot abour rhe
rest of our season."
According to the National Soccer Coaches Association of America Poll , Otterbein is ranked sixth in
the Great Lakes Region. Straub feels that the game
against Otterbein will be a defe nsive struggle, with
the Streaks defense "contin ually improving, and the
Otterbem defense llast week] recording two shutouts
in as many games."

lBUJIDWf1Jl1l1B
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Rona Proudfoot
Sports Reporter

For the first rime this season,
the john Carroll University
women 's soccer team, keyed by
what head coach Tracy Blasius
called "a great effort defensively."
emerged successful against rwo
conference opponents in the same
week.
The Blue Streaks traveled to
Berea, where they held BaldwinWallace scoreless in overume in
the first of two games played last
week. For the Homecoming Weekend march on Sunday,JCU edged
Ohio Northern University, l-0, in
a must-win situation. A lone goal
scored byseniorShannonSullivan
and assisted by fres hmen Lori
McDonald midway through the
second half of play secured the
victory for Carroll.
With the VlctoryoverONU,the
Streaks tallied their second conference victory and secured a
sixth-place standing in the Ohio
Athletic Conference with a conference record of 2-2-1 and 6-4-1
overalL
Key to the successes of the past
week was the impressive defensive play of senior Elizabeth
Chambers. The Streaks' captain
shut down the OAC's two leading
scorers, allowing jCU to record
shutouts against both B-W and
ONU
"Beth reallycameonthis week,"

said Blasius. "She did a great job
against very stiff competition."
For one of rhe few times this
year, Blasmschose w play one goalkeeper for the whole game , and
against B-W freshman Samantha
Sommer took full advantage. She
stopped an astounding 26 shots
against the Yellow Jackets. Versus
ONU , Sommer teamed with
sophomore Maura Garro for ll
saves.
Although the Streaks played
exceptional games defensively,
Blasius acknowledged that the
team has had trouble coming up
with the offensive goals needed to
rake pressure off the defense. Doing so, she said, will be the key to
success in the big games of the
future.
JCU took a break from conference play to host Ohio Wesleyan
University yesterday. OAC play
resumesonSaturdaywhenCarroll
travels tO Westerville for a match
against Otterbein.
The playoff hopes of the JCU
women depend on the results of
the four remaining conference
games; the Streaks need to move
into the top four of the OAC to
make the postseason tournament.
"We need to win three, if not
four, of the remaining conference
games," said Blasius. "It's like the
playoffs have already started for
us. We've got to win them all in
order to get there."

Golfers place second at Mount
The john Carroll University
golf team placed second at the
Mount Union Invitational Sunday
and Monday.
The Blue Streaks' ream total
over the ~wo days was 613, 16
strokes behind Otterbein. Se n1or
Ben Wilkins led jCU, finishing
third individuallyw ith a 15l.Juniorjeff Sawitke and seniorJeff Bars
tied for tenth at 155.
"It was a huge tournament for
us because we were struggl ing
from the standpoint of establishing ourselves for any type of
NCAA consideration," said jCU
head coach Mike Moran.

Moran was referring to the
team's disappointing finishes at
the first two tournaments of the
fall. JCU finished sixth at the
Otterbein Tournament (Sept. 2627) and fourt h at the Ohvet inv itational ()epr. 12- JJ).
Sawitke has finished in the top
lOin all three tournaments, placing seventh at Otterbein and
eigh th at Olivet.
Over the fall break weekend,
the team will t ravel to Myrtle
Beach, S.C., to play in its final fall
tournament.
Brian Murphy

Samantha Sommer
Freshman, Soccer
Played 165 minutes in
the net, making 3 1
saves
last
week,
including 26 against
Baldwin - Wallace.
Leads the OAC with a
0.45 goals against

Ryan Cavanaugh
Senior, Football
In his first collegiate
start,
subbing
for
injured Nick Caserio,
completed 14 of 18
passes for 184 yards
and three touchdowns .
Also scored on a two-

SPORTS
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Looking for unity
The Streaks a !so played Tuesday at Baldwin-Wallace in a late
After a disappointing start to game.
Senior Lon Ham merconti nued
the 1997 season, the John Carroll
University volleyball tea m is to lead the team wah her consishardly readytorhrowinthetowel. tent play. Also, junior Nicole
"Just because we'reoff to a slow Peterson is slow! y returning to
starr. that doesn't mean we're giv- formaf ter mtssing the first half of
ing up,because we're not,"said jun- the season due to injury.
j CU's fai lure to play consisior Amy Bakos. "We have a real
strong program and we can reach tently for a complete matc h has
all of our goals. With OACgames affected the outcome of several
just starting, there's plenty of time contests. "We have a lor of talented players, but we n.eed to play
to get things together"
As in previous years,JCU hopes better as a team," sa id freshman
to finish strong to have a chance to Autumn Budrys. "We need to stay
w in both the regular season and focused until the match is over bepostseason confe rence champio n- ca use you need to win rh ree games
sh ips, and qualify for a return trip to win [the match!"
"No matter how many hours
to the national tournam ent.
Accord ing to coac h Gretchen you practice, nothi ng will change
Weitbrecht, she is still looking for unt il you develop confidence in
the right combination of players one another," sa id Bakos. "We'll be
to put o n the floor The benc h has six indi vid uals ve rsus the other
been uti lized more than in past team unless we ca n trust the perseasons, playing a large role th us son playing next to us."
The team members fee l th at
fa r as every player has been given
each ind ivid ual is co ncentrat ing
the opportunity to contribu te.
"We're trying to create situa- on doing her own particular job
tions whelp us bu ild confidence," on the floo r, instead of worrying
sa id Weitbrecht. "Everyone needs about the w hole ream.
i ln practice last week] we foto stay involved a nd cont inue the
cused on what we need to do ind iself -ra lk out on the floor."
A week of cross-town rivalries vid uall y first and then as an enbega n with a ha rd-fo ught march tire team," said Bakos. "By breakaga in st Case Western Reserve ing down our pe rsonal responsiUni versity last Thursday.JCU (l2- bilit ies, our team effort will hopell,0-20AC)cameoutstrong, win- full y improve."
"I'm not looking for ou r players
ning the first ga me, 15-12. However, CW RU proceeded to win the to play above the ir abilit ies, but to
next three games, 15-11,15-8,15-11. play the way they know how and
Trailing early in games two and just let it loose," sa id Weitbrec ht.
The Streaks hope to do just that
four, Carrol l found itseli unable to
com ~-ftle Spa rta n attack against Otterbe in tomorrow at the
proved to be too much fo r t he Sh ula Sports Center. They have
already beaten the Cardinals this
slumping Streaks.
io
"We d ug ourse ves a hole and ~r, s~ping t hem at the
just cou ldn't get out," said Wesleyan In vitational. JCU travWeitbrec ht. "We ended the last els to Mount Union Tuesday bethree games[aga inst Case] on a roll, fore return ing home Friday to face
but fall ing behind ear1y hurt us." non-conference foe Witten burg.

Matt Rayl

Sports Reporter
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LASHES

QUITE A WHILE AGO - Against Otterbein,
semor Ryan Cavanaugh and freshmen Eric Marcy
and Craig Recko combined to toss five touchdown passes, tyi ng the school record for most
touchdown passes in one game. The last time it
happened wason0ct.29, 1948, in a 38-24victory
over Bowling Green at Cleveland Municipal SradJUm .
SMASHING DEBUTS - Sophomore Spiros
Gonakis had four tackles, one pass break-up, and
an interception in his first college varsi ty action.
... Marcy and Recko also made their collegiate
varsity debuts. Marcy was 4-of -4 for 26yardsand
one touchdown . Recko was 5-of-7 for 52 yards
and one touchdown.
MOVlN UP THE CHARTS - Senior London
Fletcher had a team-high tO tackles, wh ich moved
hi m into sixth placeonjCU'sall-time tackles list
with 262.... junior Tyler Ziontz, w ho us ually
serves o nl y as the long snapper, had a career-high
ni ne tackles.. . . junior Eddie Novak had seven
tackles,'two more th an he had in all of 1996.
RECEIVER RUMBLINGS - Sophomore josh
McDaniels, who threw two touchdow n passes in
1995, caught two w uchdown passes, the fi rst
touchdown receptions of his career. . . . Junior
Dean Reidy had his first touchdown rece ption of
the year.... junior john Priestap has now ca ught
a pass in 13 consecutive games.

LETS GO TO THE RANI<INGS - JCU was
ra nked ninth by t he Football Gazette and tenth
by USA IJIFootball weekly national polls .. :. JCU
leads t he OAC in turnover margin at +8 and kick
return average at 33.5 yards per return .... jCU's
current eight game winning streak is fourth best
in Division Ill. Mount Union is first, having won
8 strai h

s

Grant Mast has two of the shutouts, whi le freshman Tom Rennie notched one last week against
Ohio Northern University. ... SeniorJeff Hunkele's
rwogoals last week were his firs t two goals of the
season.

180 DEGREE TURNAROUND - Last year,
Baldwin-Wallace and Oh1o Northern combined
to score ll goals against theJCU women's soccer
ream. Last week, jCU shutout both teams ...
Freshman SamanthaSommer leadstheOACwith
a 0.45 goals against average .... Senior Shannon
Sullivan needs six goals to become the school's
all-time leading scorer.
SEASON BESTS -Junior j ames Van Dress ran
his fastest time of the season at 28:51, which is his
second sub-29minute time of the year... . Sophomore Debbie Pagano also posted her best time of
the year at 19.47, which is 10 seconds better than
her previous best time of the season. .
Both
Va nDress and Pagano finished first among the
JCU men and women, respectively.
BLOCKING MACHINES - ju nior Molly
Ridenour became just the fourth player in jCU
history to record 300 blocks in a career. She currentl ystandsat 301. She isalsoeig hth in theOAC
in blocks per game (0.86) and nint h in hitti ng
perce ntage (.275).... Ju mor Laura Slazyk recorded her lOOth block of t he season agai nst
CWRU. Her average of l.ll blocks per game ranks
her fourth in the OAC. ... junior Lori Hammer is
second in the OAC with 4.77 digs per game.

SOFTBALL TEAM RECEIVES AWARD - The
JCU softball team earned the stat us of a National
Fastpitch Coaches Association All-Academic
Team. It is based on grade point averages from the
\996-97 school year. jCU ranked second amonF,
N AA

Dnri~ion

Ill

~choo\ o;

will\ a team Cl't\ o l

3.399.
BLANKED - The JCU men's soccer team has
yet to allow a goal in co nference play this season,
a span of 300 minutes over three games. Senior

Brian Murphy

Cross country eyes All-Ohio
J. Brian Donnelly
Sports Reporter

A big meet is a different env ironment than a
small invitational, like the Hiram race the john Carroll Un iversity women's cross country team won last
week. More runnersgenerall ymean better competition. The A11-0 h io
meet at Ohio Wesleya n
thts Friday is one of
those big meets.
To pre pa re, the Blue
Streaks sc hed uled last
wee k's Lakefront Invitational at Loyola Uni-

from the prev ious week.
"We had amazingfi nishes-- we were passinglOor
12 runners at the fi nish li ne,' Lanese said. 'This was
a good race to prepare for next week's All-Ohio.
Find lay and Xavier were the only other Ohio schools
there. The All -Ohio will show us w here we stand in
the conference.
"We've
im proved throughout
the season;our finishes are stronger,
running
we're
more as a pack and
gettingourtopfive
times dow n . l
think we ran very,
very well this week
Kathy Lanese a nd hope fully
we'll have a strong
All-O hio meet to
prepare for the conference race."
Headin g in the opposite direction is theJCU men's
team. The Streaks fi nished eighth out of lO teams in
the Mount Union Invita tional. "We did not do as well
as we hoped ,' said men's coac h Don Stupica. 'We did
not compete as well as we needed to."
The Streaks were led by junior james Va n Dress,
w ho was the first j CU runner to fin ish for the second
straight week wit h a time of 28:51. Sophomore ick
Sell ers ran the course in 30:00 ro finish second.
Freshma n Adam Eiser moved back into the top
five, finishing third for the St rea ks, six seconds behind Sellers. Sophomore john Morabito and fresh manJoe Wittine completed the top fi vefortheStreaks.
"We have tofocuson eliminating our mistakes, to
take our assets to the maximum , but know our limitations,' Stu pica said. "Next week's All-Ohio will be
a good learning experience, especially for the freshmen. A race of that size can be overpowering for a
young runner. Hopefully, we will benefit from the
experience and come out with some confidence."

"/ think we ran very, very well this
week and hopefully we'll have a

strong All-Ohio meet to prepare
~~~r~t~e;;36~;~~~~~~ for the conference ra ce."

in the meet, compared
ro the 100 the Streaks
h ave run agai nst in
thei r earlier meets. The
JCU wo men were LOth of 19 teams at Loyola.
For fres hm en that a re used to smalle r
in vitatio nals, the big meets are rough to adjusttoand
run well in, sa id women's coac h Kathy Lanese. "My
fres hmen d ro pped because they didn't know the
compe tition and weren't used to the bi g race envi ro nme nt, bu t all of my veterans improved .
iU pperclassmen1Penny [Roxas] and Julie ]Thorud I
ran phenomena I races. Julie ra n a lifetime best, fin ishing in 20:58 and Penny improved by over 40 seconds f rom last week'srace. Theyreallycamethrough •
Sophomore Debbie Paganocontinued to lead Carroll , racking up her 13th consecutive race in which
she was t he first Streak to fimsh. She ran the race in
1<}47, taking 33 seconds off of last week's time to
fin1sn 19th overall. Freshman Molly Lynch also ran
well , hmshmg second for jCU with a umeof 20:31.
he was followed by Thorud and Roxas, who ran
1hird and founh for Ca rroll, respectively. Freshman
Emt.ly Clecka ran the fifth spot for the Streaks as
jCUs top f1ve took 130 off of their combined time

Don't miss the awesome OPPortunity to J~in
America's #1 steakhouse teem.
At Outback, a dimer only, Aussie-themed
_ r~~taurant, we're seeking energized
1nd1v1duals for big fun and full/part -time
employment. We also offer great benefits and
an 8nployee Stock Option Plan

The Greens of Lyndhurst
5708 Mayfield Road
Lyndhurst, Ohio 44124
Phone: (216) 449-8557
Fax: (216) 449..0864
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IReland's A Farewell to JCU

Editorkll Opinion

Commentary by Garry Smith

A Change
For The Better
Over the years, John Carroll Universi ty has gone through a
variety of changes. Prior to the the 1970's, only males inhabited
rhis university. Yer, with the impending changes in society,
women gradually became accepted as equals among the once
all- male university. john Carroll is continuallystrivingtomake
changes in the diversity of its community, most notably 1n its
racial composition.
It is no big secret that Carroll is not known for irs racial
diversity. Although it is centered in a city which is heavily
populated by minorities, Carroll isstillsynonymous with middle
to upper class white suburbanites. (But hopefully not for long).
Credir must be given to Carroll in Its efforts to make change.
W1th more recruiting of students and faculty and scholarships
being made available to minorities, progress is sure robe in the
making. Although the mix on the John Carroll campus may
never be 50/50, any change, no matter how minute, can only
prove beneficial to the john Carroll community.
While the administration may provide John Carroll with a
more cultural atmosphere, it is up to each individual student to
take advantage of this change. So often with change comes fear
and With fear comes ignorance. As a more diverse community is
bestowed upon us, one may be left wondering how this change
will affect them.
Being exposed to the reality that differences exist in society
can make the transition from John Carroll to the real world a
whole lot easier. Not only will students be better prepared to deal
with societal issues, but also those situations that may arise in
the work environment. Taking advantage of a more diverse
campus has the possibility of allowing each student to become
more aware, more understanding and more open to change.
The students at John Carroll University have always been
g1ven a tremendous opportunity for obtaining an excellent education. With the coming of a more culturally diverse campus,
this education can only become more enriched, as well as the
· tal u n

Homecoming
Highlights

Commentary by Colm Faulkner

Back to Carroll. .. Back to Cleveland ... Back to the cage?

&
HIT: Only 8 more days until Fall Break. miss: Did last week
seem like finals week to anyone else? HIT: Eighty degrees in
October? Thank-you El Nino (see page 3). miss: Sunday night
meals in the cafeteria. Just when you think that they can't get any
worse. HIT: Crazed Indians fans screaming at the top of their lungs
last Monday night. miss: No Carroll News next week. Is life
even worth living that week?

Staff Commentary

The Price

Thomas S. O'Konowi.tz
Editor-in-Chief

of~

Kristen A. Schneidler
Managing Editor

nine-time AU-Star, foUl'-time MVP, two-lime Olym~
pic gold medalist, once-In-a-century icon, saying
that he has failed. Seems pretty
uncanny since Jordon was cut
from his high school basketball
team, huh?

Some things never change. .
Why can't a decent OJ. be found in the Cleveland area...come
on ,"Ice Ice Baby"wemout at the same timeastheshavedeyebrow.
1hmg, didn't it? Where is Chuck Rambaldowhen you need him?

a

Same organizations selling the same damn food ... how about
little Vodka with the Lemonade Shake-ups!

Let's just call it the Student Union Homecoming Court next
year. Maybe a new organization will reign the court in the future,
i.e. How does 1he Carroll News Court sound for a change?... nah,
who are we kidding?
The loss of even more parking due to the overtaking of the
faculty lot by the beer tent. Do you think we'd get a ticket for
parking on the quad?
Waking up early for "Beer and Bagels." That's one Saturday
you just don't want to sleep m.

...but some things do
Cleveland's wacked out weather rears it's ugly head again.
Those decked out ln wool sweaters expecting the October frost
were sweating more than those first string football players.
What are you 1mplying by locking up our alumni up in the
beer cage? Getting them drunk and asking for money is unlike
you, father Shea.
Congrats Pam and Scott for winning Homecoming Queen
and King! So will you be at the S.U. meetmg this week?
Are you kidding me, only thirty-five dollars for a Homecomlllg bid? See any correlation between the price and the OJ.?
A certain admimstrator sending all students a letter highhghung hisconcernsaboutsiUdentdrinking: Gee. these alcohol
policies are hitting every one hard!

JuUe B. lbonad
!DITOliAl

DIUCTOl

Yet, Jordan says, "Failure is
why I succeed." In his mind, he
knows that he has missed more
than 9,000 shots in his career,
has lost more than 300 games,
and has been trusted wtth the
game-winning shot 26 times--

and missed.
Often time we look at role models such as
Jordan and think, "I could be that good if I just
understood the trick, if I bad the ability, or if I
intercepted that sacred bolt of Ughtening from
God." Role models tend to be put on a pedestal
high above the rest of the human race, as iCthey are
super-human. But that is not reality.
We talk about talent, we nod to luck, but so often
we ignore the most lm~t things. The hard
worli and many failures that preceed success. The
arriving early and stavinl late. The rejection of
complaCency. The refusil of contentment. The
inner I!USh to be a Uttle better than you were the
davbefore.
BeUeve It or not there Is some value to be found
in failing. One can become stronger from being
put into adverse situations. Once you realize that
you can recover from failure, a certain amount of
confidence is gained. Michael jordan didn't wake
up one morning being able to soar through the air
as he threw the ball backwards over his head to
score. He had to put in his time and pay his dues.
The same is true for anyone. No 4.0 student
takes an exam and magically gets an "A." Nor does
any great athlete or great team become the best by
luck.
Failure is the price of excellence. Only by
challengin~ adversity head on, rather than running from lt, can success be obtained. Knowing
that failure is not fatal, nor defeat eternal makes
one ready to succeed. Perhaps one even becomes
truly great.

Cherie Skoczen
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Editorial

There are many fundamentaldifferences between Irish and America n cultures, some of which I found
bew1ldering at first, but slowly I'm
managing to adapt.
The reliance on cars here is overwhelming - in Ireland everybody is
less reliant on this mode of transport
and consequently they walk more.
In some sense this can enhance the
se nse of commumty, as people will
walk ten minutes to a village or corner shop or bar, instead of driving to
a Mall, which in some respects is a
lot more impersonaL Neighbors meet
and greet on the roads, and in small
com munity shops, and stop to talk
and exc hange news.
The popularity of credit cards and
plastic was also overwhelming at
first. Upon my first excursion to
Kaufmann'swhenasked howl would
like to pay, I unwittingly responded
that I would like to pay with money,
if that was at all possible ..
During the week l also sat in for
some classes which had been studying Irish history and culture since
term recommenced.One girl asked
me how it felt to be so backward.
coming from lreland. I prefertothink
of lrelaf!Q..as.d.lff.eren'tai1d not back~nd we're not all that backward, the stagecoach comes once a
month with mail, w
th
less, black and white televisions, and
one of my neighbors recenrl y bought
a horse1ess-srecl~age with wheels
instead of hooves, ~heats gasoline instead of hay...
I have tried in vain to familiarize
myself with American sports over
the past few weeks. A team of us
from Campion Hall participated in
the recent softball tournament. How
was I to know you had to run any
time you hit the ball, and that you
are not allowed to run at the guy at
first base waving the bat in your hand
and scream ing, trying to recreate a
scene reminiscent of "Braveheart'?

Still, I felt cheapened and used
when some dastardly members
of the other teams exploited my
ignorance of the finer intricacies
and subtleties of the rules of softball to say their runner was in,
when in fact I had caught the baH
whilst standing on third base,
long before the runner reached
me. Still! know that to cheat is
not thejCU way, and am happy to
have emerged the moral victor.
When it was my turn to bat again,
I ran around the diamond, sprinting ala Forrest Gump- unfortunately just like Forrest Gump l
didn't know when to stop, or
where to stop for that matter...
I played football the following
week Whilst we lost, at least 1
could hold my head up high , safe
in the knowledge that the old kickoff -the-bali-to-the-foreigner ruse
didn't work too well. I caughtthe
ball and ran in the right direction,
and made some yardage which is
good, and left men free to score
about a zillion touchdowns which
is bad .
I observed another unique
American tradition this weekend
whilst attending my first ever
Homecoming dance. I'm sure my
d ate will like to preserve heranoenjoye myself immense y, and
am grateful to her for affording
me the opportunity to attend,
even though I felt ever so slightly
out of place while dancing to
"Born in the USA " by Bruce
Springsteen. A highlight was
watching thegirlsrryingtostomp
around to the Beastie Boys'"Sabotage"in their longeveningdresses,
and intricate hairdos. And maybe
swayi ng to and fro to the strains
of Billy joel's ' Piano Man," enjoying the laughter, smiles, and dancing, I began to feel like john
Carroll was home.
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LAST CALL

When closing time comes around, don't get behind the
wheel. Get in front of a phone- Call a friend, or call a cab.

MADD

Mothen~vn-~<n•.....-

1have been here for about three and a half
years Friday, October 3rd. is my last, final
day of workmg here. I am going to m1ssa lot of
students, faculty, and teachersatjohn Carroll;
mainly the st udents because they showed me
love, and they respected me. There were a few
that didn't like me, but hey, that's how rhe
world is. But lam pretty sure that the majonty
of them wound up liking me anyway.
I'd like to say a final farewell to john Carroll
students. To those who have been with me for
three and a half years, I had the best time of
my life. Seniors, although 1won't be here until
you graduate, l will be here to see you walk
across that stage. I'm very proud of you, and
I'm going to miss you guys. Good luck and
best wishes!
The reason I'm leaving is because 1am getting ready togo to the Culinary School of Arts
in Pittsburgh. I want to become a chef, that is
my goal in life, and always has been.
I'd like to say farewell to The Carroll News,
who did a write up on me last year. I told
everyone then that 1was going tor he Culinary
School of Arts, and that l needed a life outside
of john Carroll, because I didn't want ro be
here fifteen or twenty years, still flipping pizzas.
1don't need a john Carroll alumni student comingandsaying, "Hey, Garry, you'restill hereafter
ten years?" That's not going to happen. I had fun
working here, and I might have broken a lot of
rules, but it was fun.
Although 1 am thirty-six years old, single,
with two kids to raise, I'm not mad at myself at
all. !just feel that I haven'taccomplishedenough.
Even though 1 do have two healthy kids, that's
still not enough for me.
I see myself ten years from now maybe opening up my own restaurant, and calling it "Garry
B's." And hopefully one day the students at john
Carroll would beabletocomcin, and have dinner
with me

If I was still working the night shift, I would
probably throw myself a pizza party, just to say
goodbye. It's against the rules, but hey. I would
break them anyway. Even though I am not setting
a good example about the rules, I can't help it.
l'mgoingtomissworkinghere, butl'mglad that
1 decided to leave now, so that I can expand my
mind.
I'm mainly thinking about my k1ds, because
when they want to go to college, I want them to be
able to, just like the students here atjoh n Carroll
You all taught mea lot Sometimes I feel old, but
when I come to work, I always feel so young and
chipper. The students always kept a smile on my
face, whether l was feeling down or nor. They took
umc out to listen to me when \ had a prob\cm ,

and Theresa, my director, Jim, my co-workers,
and everyone that works in th e cafetena.

Farewell to all of rhe students here at john
Carroll . I love you guys.

...

Along way from home

commentary by Nicole}usseaume

My reply usually consists of three or four
So....
you
think you want words, a pause for many corrections, a few more
to study abroad? words, short grammar lesson, and me ending
Do you know with a "thank you for correcting me, Madame or
what "coves" Monsieur."
By now, it is time for second, third, and fourth
are? Nope7 Neither did l until helpings. The question is not, "Would you like
one
was more?"- it's "Whereon your plate would you like
plopped onto this?" Before it is time for me to receive question
my plate at din- number two, I am given a brief explanation in
ner the other "Special Ed" French format, of what the conversation has been about. Then l am asked how
night.
host school was today, which is something rather
My
mother here in difficult for me to answer, because I didn't quite
France was try- make it there.
It's not that 1didn't want to go, after all, it
ing to get her daughters not to tell me not to eat
the "ooves" and after giving them several blank wasmyfirstday, but ljustwasnotableto find my
expressions, they all began impersonating a pig af ternoonclassroooms. Besides, lflgured I could
and pointmg to their wrists and joints, until 1 stand to miss a class or two, seeing that I have
stumbled upon the realization that I was eating roughly 22 hours a week.
l did not want to turn around and go home
pig's hooves.
Delicious, no. Cultural, yes. After I was served just yet, so I made my way to the Bascillica of
dinner, all eyes were on me as 1rook the first bite, Saint-Martin. The gates surrounding it were
and the moment my fork touched my lips, it was locked, but l thought that it was a bit ridiculous
"Tu l'aime?" (you like it?) so I nodded my head, for a church to be closed. l could see that the
reaching for the wine to wash it down, as the doors were open. so I jumped over the fence and
conversation rapidly headed towards French 111 marched 1n roaskGod whatthe heck lam doing
fast-forward speed.
in France.
I soon found out, the reason the front gates are
Seeing that I couldn't comprehend much of
this, I was deeply concentrating on politely re- locked 1s because ittsa museum. Nomajorharm
moving a piece of fatty "cove," when I was inter- done, but I still want to go home.
I called my mom and begged for a plane ticket,
rupted for what I call"Special Ed.lOl" time.
Everybody becomes silent as one person at a to which she replied, "Bite the bullet; and hang
time takes turns addressing me with a question, up the phone, this is costing mea pretty penny!"
so as to make me feel a part of the conversation. She also said that she loves me, but it wasn't quite
This is done insu per s I ow motion, wuhadeep believable.
So, like I said, if you think that you want to
annunciation,and hand motions, while their lips
move so slowly that you'd think they were trying srudy abroad, think harder! And Bon Appetit, at
to open a mourh stuck full of caramel.
least Marriott isn't serving you ooves... yet.

-
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Ixeland's A Farewell to JCU
Eye

Editorial opinion

Commentary by Garry Smith

A Change
For The Better
Over the years, John Carroll University has gone through a
variety of changes. Priorto the the 1970's, only males inhabited
this university Yet, with the impending changes in society,
women gradually became accepted as equals among the once
all- male university. john Carroll is conrmuallystrivingtomake
changes in the diversity of its community, most notably in its
racial composition.
It is no big secret that Carroll is not known for its racial
diversity. Although 1t is centered in a city which is heavily
populated by minorities, Carroll is still synonymous with middle
to upper class white suburbanites. (But hopefully not for long).
Credit must be given to Carroll in itserfons to make change.
With more recruiting of students and faculty and scholarships
being made available to minorities, progress is sure to be in the
making. Although the mix on the john Carroll campus may
never be 50/50, any change, no matter how minute, can only
prove beneficial to the john Carroll community.
While the administration may provide john Carroll with a
more cu1tural atmosphere, it is up to each individual student to
take advantage of this change. So of ten with change comes fear
and with fear comes ignorance. As a morediversecommunityis
bestowed upon us, one may be left wondenng how this change
will affect them.
Being exposed to the reality that differences exist in society
can make the transition from john Carroll to the real world a
whole lot easier. Noronlywill students be better prepared to deal
with societal issues. but also those situations that may arise in
the work environment. Taking advantage of a more diverse
ca mpus has the possibility of allowing each student ro become
more aware, more understand ing and more open to change.
The students at john Carroll Universuy have always been
given a tremendous opportunity for obtaining an excellent education. With the coming of a more culturally diverse campus,
rh1s education can only become more enriched, as well as the
·n 1 ual u enr

Homecoming
Highlights

Commentary by Colm Faulkner

Back to Carroll...Back to Cleveland...Back to the cage?

&
HIT: Only 8 more days until Fall Break. miss: Did last week
seem like finals week to anyone else? HIT: Eighty degrees in
October? Thank-you El Nino (see page 3). miss: Sunday night
meals in the cafeteria. Just when you think that they can't get any
worse. HIT: Crazed Indians fans screaming at the top of their lungs
last Monday night. miss: No Carroll News next week. Is life
even worth living that week?

Staff Commentary

The Price

Thomas S. O'Konowitz
Editor-in-Chief

of~

Kristen A. Schneidler

nine-time All-Star, fo~time MVP, two-time Olym~
pic gold medalist, once-in-a-century icon, saying
that be bas failed. Seems pretty
uncanny since Jordon was cut
from hiS high school basketball
team, bub?

Some things never change. .
Why can't a decent DJ. be found In the Cleveland area ...come
on, "Icc lee Baby" went out at thesametimeas the shaved eyebrow .
thing, didn't it? Where is Chuck Rambaldowhen you need him?
a

Same organizations stlling the same damn food ... how about
lirtle Vodka with the Lemonade Shake-ups!

Let's JUS! call it the Student Union Homecoming Court next
year. Maybe a new organization will reign the court in the future,
i.e. How does the Carroll NewsCoun soundforachange?... nah,
who are we kidding?
The loss of even more parking due to the overtaking of the
faculty lot by the beer rent. Do you think we'd get a ticket for
parking on the quad?
Waking up early for •Beer and Bagels." That's one Saturday
you JUS! don't wam to sleep in

...but some things do
Cleveland's wacked out weather rears it's ugly head again.
Those decked out ln wool sweaters expecting the October frost
were sweating more than those first string football players.
What are you implying by locking up our alumni up in the
beer cage? Getting them drunk and asking for money is unlike
you, Father Shea.
Congrats Pam and Scott for winning Homecoming Queen
and King' So will you be at the SU. meeting this week?
Are you kiddmg me, only thirty-five dollars for a Homecommg btd? See any correlauon between the price and the DJ.?
A certain administrator send ing all students a letter high lighting hisco ncernsaboutswdem drin king: Gee, these alcohol
policies are h ming every one hard I

Julie B. lbon~d
!DITOJU.U

DIUCTOI

and missed.

Yet, Jordan says, "Failure is
why I succeed." In his mind, he
knows that be has missed more
than 9,000 shots in his career,
has lost more than 300 games,
and has been trusted wtth the
game-winning shot 26 times--

Often time we look at role models such as
Jordan and think, "I could be tbot good if I just
understood the trick, if I had the ability, or if I
intercepted that sacred bolt of lightening &om
God." Role models tend to be put on a JJedestal
high above tbe rest of tbe human race, as ilthey are
su~buman. But that is not reality.
We talk about talent, we nod to luck, but so often
we ignore tbe most im~rtant th.in.IS. The hard
worli and many failures that preceecfsue«ss. The
arriving early and stayiq tate. The rejection of
complaCency. The refusil of contentment. The
inner push to be a little better than you were the
daybeiore.
Believe it or not there is some value to be found
in failing. One can become stronger from being
put into adverse situations. Once you realize that
you can recover from failure, a certain amount of
confidence is gained. Michaeljordan didn't wake
up one morning being able to soar through the air
as be threw the ball backwards over hiS head to
score. He had to put in his time and pay his dues.
The same is true for anyone. No 4.0 student
takes an exam and magically gets an "A." Nor does
any great athlete or great team become the best by
luck.
Failure is the price of excellence. Only by
challengin~ adversity head on, rather than running frOm tt, can success be obtained. Knowing
that failure is not fatal, nor defeat eternal makes
one ready to succeed. Perhaps one even becomes
truly great.
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Still, !felt cheapened and used
when some dastardly members
of the other teams exploited my
ignorance of the finer intri cacies
and subtleties of the rules of sof tball to say their runner was in,
when in fa ct l had caught the ball
whilst standing on th1rd base,
long before the runner reached
me. Still! know tha t to cheat is
notthejCUway, and am happy to
have emerged the moral victor.
When it was my turn to bat again,
I ran around the diamond , sprinting a Ia Forrest Gump - unfonunately just like Forrest Gump 1
didn't know when to stop, or
where to stop for that matter...
1played football the followm g
week. Whilst we lost, at least 1
could hold my head up high, safe
in the knowledge that the old kick off -the-ball-to-the-foreignerruse
didn't work roo well. 1caught the
ball and ran in the right direction,
and made some yardage which is
good , and left men free to score
about a zillion touchdowns which
is bad .
1 observed another unique
American tradition this weekend
whilst attending my firs t ever
Homecoming dance. l'msure my
date wil I like to preserve her ano-

less, black and white televisions, and
oneofmyneighborsrecentlybought
a hor e~SI:eelQ[riagewithwheels
instead of hooves, w
eats gasoline in stead of hay...
I have tned in vain to familiarize
myself with American sports over
the past few weeks. A team of us
from Cam p10n Hall participated in
t he recent softball tournament. How
was I to know you had to run any
time you hi t the ball, and that you
are not allowed to run at the guy at
first base waving the bat in your hand
and screaming, trying to recreate a
scene reminiscent of "Braveheart"?

enjoyed myse f immense y, and
am grateful to her for affordmg
me the opportunity to attend,
even though 1 felt ever so slightly
out of place while dancing to
"Born in the USA" by Bruce
Springsteen. A highlight was
watchingthegirlstryingtostomp
around to the Beastie Boys' "Sabotage"in their longeveningdresses,
and intricate hairdos. And maybe
swaying to and fro to the strains
of Billyjoel's"Piano Man," enjoyingthe laughter, smiles, anddancing, I began to feel like john
Carroll was home.

Resa Whipkey
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Joe Wholley
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Photography
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ingand say ing, "Hey, Garry, you're still hereafter
ten years1" That's not going to happen. l had fun
working here, and I might have broken a lot of
rules, but it was fun.
Although I am thirty-six years old, single,
with two kids to raise, I'm not mad at myself at
all. Ijust feel that I haven'taccomplishedenough.
Even though I do have two healthy kids, that's
still not enough for me.
I see mysel f ten years from now maybe opening up my own restaurant, and calling it "Garry
B's" And hopefully one day the students at john
Carroll wou ld beabletocomc in, and havedinner

lf I was still working the night shift, I would
probably throw myself a pizza party, just to say
goodbye. It's against the rules, but hey, I would
break them anyway. Even though I am not setting
a good example about the rules, I can't help tt
l'mgoing to miss working here, but I'm glad that
I decided to leave now, so that I can expand my
mr"nd.
I'm mainly thinking about my kids, because
when they want togo to college, I want them to be
able to, just like the students here at]ohn Carroll .
You all taught mea lor. Sometimes l feel old , but
when I com e to work, I always feel so young and
chipper. Th e students always kept a smile on my
face ' whether ! was feeli ng dow n or not · They took

mooth ~thmaQw~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-w-t~thdn~l~~~~~~~~~r~~~~~~~-lwlm~e~o~u~t~t¥n~l~m~te~nbt~o•mewhen1h~apro~em,

jessica Grassman
Julie thorud

Forum

Graphics

Til ere are man y fundam enta ldifferences between lnsh and American cultures, some of which I found
bewildermg at first , but slowly l'm
managing to adapt.
The reliance on cars here is overwhelming- in Ireland everybody is
lessreliantonthismodeoftransport
and consequently they walk more.
In some sense this can enhance the
sense of community, as people will
walk ten minutes to a village or corner shop or bar, instead of dnvingto
a Mall, which in some respects is a
lot more impersonal. Neighbors meet
and greet on the roads, and in small
community shops, and stop to talk
and exchange news
·
Thepopularityofcreditcardsand
plastic was also overwhelming at
first. Upon my first excursion to
Kaufmann's when asked how 1would
like to pay, 1unwittingly responded
that 1would like to pay with money,
if that was a t all possible...
Durmg the week I also sat in for
some classes which had been studying Irish history and culture since
term recommenced .One girl asked
me how it felt to be so backward,
coming from Ireland. 1prefertothink
of Ireland
and not back. And we're not all that backwa1·d, the stagecoac h comes once a

I have been here for abou t three and a hal f
years Friday, October 3rd , is my Ia t, final
day of working here. I am going to Jntss a lot of
studen ts, facul!y, and teachersatjohn CarrolL
main ly the st udents because they showed me
love, and they respected me. There were a few
tha t didn 't like me, but hey, that's how th e
world is. But I am pretty sure thatthe majority
of them wound up likmg me anyway.
I'd like tosaya final farewell to john Carroll
students. To those who have been with me for
three and a half years, I had the best time of
my life. Seniors, although I won't be here unti I
you graduate, 1 will be here to see you walk
acrossthatstage. l'mveryproudofyou, and
I'm going to miss you guys. Good luck and
best wishes!
The reason I'm leaving is because I am gettingreadytogototheCulinarySchoolof Arts
in Pittsburgh. I want to become a chef, that is
my goal in life, and always has been.
I'd like to say farewell to The Carroll News,
who did a write up on me last year. I told
everyonethenthatlwasgoingtothe Culina ry
School of Arts, and that 1needed a life outside
of John Carroll, because I didn't want to be
herefifteenortwentyyears, still fl ippingpizzas.
1don't need a john Carroll alumni student com-

LAST CALL

When closing time comes around, don't get behind the
wheel. Get In front of a phone- Call a friend, or cal a cab.

MAOD
~~Or..... ~

. my co-wor kers,
and Th eresa, my d"1rector, 1rm,
d
h
k
.
·
an everyone t at wor s m t he ca fetena.

Farewell to all of rhe srude 1115 here ar Jo_h_n---~Carroll lloveyouguys.

Along way from home

commentary by Nicok jusseaume

So....
you
think you want
tostudyabroad?
Do you know
what "ooves"
are? Nope7 Neither did 1 until
one
was
plopped onto
my plate at dinner the other
night.
My
host
mother here in
France was trying to get her daughters not to tell me not to eat
the "ooves" and after giving them several blank
expressions, they all began impersonating a pig
and pointing to their wrists and joints, until l
stumbled upon the realization that I was eating
pig's hooves.
Delicious, no. Cultural, yes. After I was served
dinner, all eyes were on me as 1took the first bite,
and the moment my fork touched my lips, it was
"Tu l'aime?" (you like it?) so I nodded my head,
reaching for the wine to wash it down, as the
conversation rapidly headed towards French m
fast-forward speed.
Seeing that I couldn't comprehend much of
this, I was deeply concentrating on politely removing a piece of fatty "oove,"when I was interrupted for what 1 call "Special Ed. 101" time.
Everybody becomes silent as one person at a
time takes turns addressing me with a question ,
so as to make me feel a part of the conversation .
This is done ins u per slow motion , with a deep
annunciation,and hand motions, while their lips
move so slowly that you'd thmk they were trying
wopen a mouth stuck full of caramel.

My reply usually consists of three or four
words, a pause for many corrections, a few more
words, short grammar lesson, and me ending
with a "thank you for correcting me, Madame or
Monsieur."
By now; it is time for second, third, and founh
helpings. The question is not, "Would you like
more7"- it's "Whereon your plate would you like
this?" Before it is time for me to receive question
number two, I am given a brief explanation in
"Special Ed" French format, of what the conversation has been about. Then 1 am asked how
school was today, which is something rather
difficult for me to answer, because I d1dn't qutte
make it there.
It's not that 1didn't want to go, after all, it
was my first day, butljust wasnotabletofind my
a[ ternoon classroooms. Besides, I figured 1could
stand to miss a class or two, seeing that I have
roughly 22 hours a week.
I did not want to turn around and go home
just yet, so I made my way to the Bascillica of
Saint-Martin. The gates surrounding it were
locked, but 1thought that it was a bit ridiculous
for a church to be dosed. I could see that the
doors were open, so I jumped over the fence and
marched m to ask God what the heck I am doing
in France.
Isoon found out, the reason the frontgatesare
locked rs because 1tisa museum. No major harm
done, but I still want to go home
I called my mom and begged for a pia ne ticket,
to which she rephed, "Blle the bullet; and hang
up the phone, this is costing me a pretty pennyl"
She also said that she loves me, but it wasn't quite
believable.
So, like 1 said, if you think that you want to
study abroad, think harder! And Bon Appetit, at
least Marriott 1sn't serving you ooves... yet.
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HELP WANTED

Wed. and Thurs. evenings
Exce ll e nt Extra I ncome $6.25-$6.75/hr. 5 miles fro m
NOW! Envelope Stuffi ng - campu s. Call 831-8601
$600-$800 everyweek. Free ext.260.
to
S ASE
de ta il s:
Inte rna tio na l Inc., 1375 Fast-paced, upsca le hair
Co ney
Isla nd
A ve., salo n seeks part-time
Brooklyn, New York 11230. receptionist fo r 2 evenings
and Saturdays. Experience
Ea rn $750-$ 1500/ Wee k. not necessary but preferred .
Raise all the money your Appl icant must have good
group needs by sponsoring a pho ne skills, be organized,
VISA Fundraiser on your have an outgoing personality
campus. No investment & and present a profess ional
very little time needed . image. Apply in person at
There 'snoobligation,sowhy Studio MZ 27629 Chagrin.
not call for information 464-3910.
today. Call 1-800-323-8454
X 95.
Direct Care. Our family is
growing! The Hattie Larlham
Free T-Shirt + $1000. Credit Foundation is providing
Card fundraisers
for community home care to an
fraternities , sororities & incre asing number of
groups .
Any campus children and young adults
organization can raise up to with mental retardation I
$1000byeamingawhopping developmental disabilities
$5 .00 I VISA application. throughout NE Ohio.
Call l-800-932-0528 ext. 65. Beginning in October, an
Qualified callers receive free opportunity will be available
t-shirt.
to care for a 13-year-old
young man with cerebral
Applebee's on Mayfield. palsy in the Beachwood area.
Need
servers
with Th ho r t r thi
'tion
experience. Line cooks up to are 8a.m. - 8p.m., every day
$10/ hr. with experience. of the week. For information,
Also accepting resumes for call Ms. Alloway, 1-800-551front of house coordinator 2658.
position. Pays up to 10/hr
and would be a supervisory Direct Care. Our family is
position for host staff. Apply growing! The Hattie Larlham
in person at 5658 Mayfield Foundation is providing
Road. Located in Greens of community home care to an
Lyndhurst.
increasing number of
children and young adults
TYPIST: Experienced & with mental retardation I
efficient. Reasonable rates developmental disabilities
& quick turn-around. Diane throughout NE Ohio. An
371 -5848.
opportunity is now available
in Shaker Heights to care for
Holiday Cash. $10/start. a 10-year-old male. The
Local company now hiring hours for this position are
students to fill part-time Tuesdays, 3:30 - 8:30 p.m.,
customer service openings and flexible weekend shifts.
throughout
Greater For information, call Ms.
Cleveland . Flexible hours, Alloway, 1-800-551-2658.
training provided. All majors
consi dered. Internships I
scholarships offered. Call SIT I ERS NEEDED
now 595-0200.
Babysitters
wanted .
Childcare and some driving
Aquatics.
Openings wanted for Shaker Hts.
available in the Orange Family. 2 afternoons and
Recreation Department for some weekend days I nights.
Lifeguards and Swimming Walking distance from
Instructors $5.25-$6.25/hr. school, car preferred. Wage
Supervisor/Lifeguard Tues., negotiable. Call Stephanie
Oassified ads cost $3.00 for the fust ten words and $.20 for each additional word. To place •
clas.sified ad, it must be typed or handwrinen clearly and legibly and sent tOor droppe<! off-;.:~
Canol I N
. ews offioe with pay menL OassifJed ads will 001 run wilhout pte·paymenL Oassifk><
will 001 be taken over the phOn&:. The deadline for dassifJed ads is noon of the Monday prior k
publ icatron.
For AD Rates and loformatloo
Business: (216) 397-4398
Fax I Data: (216) 397-1729
General Info: (216) 397-1711

Mall to us at:
The Carroll News
20700 North Pari< Boulevard
Univ=ity Heights, OH 44118

E-maB to llw CN al:

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Student of
BWite hudrc
Hiding
place for

s

umad

money"

8 Academic
12 Hodgepodse
13 Quiclc trip
14 Competent
IS Futon,
e .g.
170ne may
go out
with a
sailor
18 Ottoman
governor
19 Nosh
20 Kilmer
classic
21 Frenzied
22"-Heara
Walur·
23 Pontifical
26 Beats
30 Skip over
31 Governrnent
&£COl
32 Toast
topping
33 Kneecap
35 Hungry
36 Bob's
longtime
partner
37Tumon
the
w111erwotb

22 Loser
23 Burst

38 Hammerhead

J

I

I

I TAURUS (April20 to May 20)

24 "1-

parts
41 More, to
Manuel
42 Cra1.e
45 " ...can't get
up!"
46 Zelle's
alias
48 Refuses

Camera''
25 Pendu-

10

49 Somewhat:
suffu
SO Thought
S I Vacillate
52 "Guys and
Dolls" role
53 Ring out
DOWN
I Broadway
flop
2 Wings
3 Metropolis
4 Stolen
5 Moolah
6 Reddish
brown
7 Response:
abbr.
8 Marri&£C
9Thcater
ltOphy
10 Shoppe
description

11 PGA
props
16 Authentic
20 Garf"~eld or
Heathcliff
21 Hospital
section

!urn's
place
26 Shellgame
need
27 Nonh Pole
worker
28 "Malcolm
X" .director
29Thrf
31 Aviate
34 Vegas
opener
35 Bear in
the air
37 Guisewite
comic
strip
38 Manhandles
39 " ... were
Paradise
-!"
40 Writer
Ferber
41 Halloween

purchase
42Lose
color
43 Neighbor-

hood
44ltem on an
old phone
46"- for the
million ... "
47 Know!edgeable

ARIES (March 21 to April19)
You may besigningan important contract in the near future,
and you'll also defuse tension
with a competitor. Keep peace
with the family over the weekend.

I

You'll have more money at
your disposal soon. This week,
you'll be. very productive on the
job, but you'll need to utilize tact
with a difficult co-worker.
GEMINI (May 21 to june 20)
A new cultu ral interest will
fascinate you. Also, a new adviser will enter your life. Avoid
a romantic spat with th at special
someone.
CANCER (June 21 to july 22)
The weeks just ahead bring
major busi ness developments.
Don't let weekend tension escalate into an argument.
LEO (July 23 to August 22)
A cycle of increased popularity begins for you this week.
You'll want to do something different this weekend regarding
entertainment -avoid a tendency
·
toward impatience.
VIRGO (August 23 to
September 22)
A humanitarian interest takes
up more of your time than you'd
anticipated this week. An earlyweek inspiration leads to big
things in the long run.

-=

LIBRA (September 23 to
October22)
You'll be more sure of yourself once you receive the okay
from a bigwig about work plans.
You need a new start. The accent
is on team work, so don'tforce issues with a friend .

SCORPIO (October 23 to
November 21)
Chances to improve your income are just around the corner.
A new approach leads to career
gains this week. This weekend,
you don't see eye to eye with your
mate.

Boeschenstein at 397-0404.
Need help with child care,
Monday through Friday. 3pm
- 6pm. Any or all of these
days. ShakerHts. Musthave
own transportation. $6/hr.
Please call for details. 3213232.

FOR RENT
Three-bedroom, 1 112 bath,
newly renovated furnished
home. Beautiful garden,
fenced yard. Just down the
street. 2372 Loyola. Call
Sheryl 382-0620.
For Rent. Furnished Attic
room with attached bath in
large spacious Shaker Hts.

home. Kitchen, washer,
anddryerprivileges. One
block from Shaker rapid.
Off-street parking. Nonsmoker. Call321-3232.

PERSONAlS
C , I can't believe what
happened on Thursday!
Say "hi" to Marv for me
next time you see him!
-Your Roommate
Hey, somebody tell me
what the joke is!
-J.W.
E.O. You invade my
soul.
-H.P. and M.L.

SAGITT ARIUS(November 22 to
December 21)
Your ability to communicate
your ideas is tops this week. As a
result, you reach important
agreements. Enjoy a social opportunity this weekend.
CAPRICORN (December 22 to
January19)
You're involved with home
improvements for the most pan
this week. Persistence leads to a
career success. Avoid squabbling
about money over the weekend .
AQUARIUS (January 20 to
February 18)
You'll have more time to spend
with children or a romantic interest this week. Happy social
developmentsareon the horizon.
This weekend, pay attention
when you're behind the wheel.
PISCES (February 19 to
March20)
This week brings new insights
about a financial concern. A
cycle favorable to your work interests begins. Something at
home could upset you over the
weekend.
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